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THE

FIRST FIFTY YEARS
OF

METHODISM IN VIRGINIA

By Margaret P. Flippen

--------------

�

.

A master's thesis presented by candidate to Graduate

Council, Longi1ood College, Farmville, Virginia t April 16, 1962.

PREFACE

It is to Virginia that American Methodism must

look a$ the.nurturing center of its remarkable spirit

and growth in the early years of its history.

Hence,

this narrative gives the story of the rirst fifty

years of Methodism in Virginia with special emphasis
on· the evangelieal zeal and pbenominal gro�h that

especially charaetet-ized these years, in Spite of the

war and problems of adjustment in the New World.

This

narrative also attempts to account for the rise �f this

unusual spirit and growth and to point out the many

unique features that enabled MethQdism to early secure
the largest membership of any American ehurch.

It was through these distinctive emphases that

Methodism exerted a marked influence upon the li!e of

the State and Nation and p:roved to be the religion best
suited to the eonditiQns and needs of the people in

Virginia in the eighteenth eentury.
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I

Colonial Virginia w�s tho ori� eecd plot of

fll'Jeriea.n ?.tsthodism. 1

I"e t'ltlS hare on Virginia soil thnt the

:roots of I1othed1om took a firm hold i it wa$ hare that; they
tmre nu�ea by a hoat

or

2iealoua pioneer-a &nti w�te1�d by

tlw povror of the Holy Spiz1:t, and f:t'Cn1 here that r.�tllooiem
spread her branches into every ata�e ot thf: Au1or:i.can nation.
Ho1:1ovor• it; is net certain who t-mre tl1e fir$t Uothodiots
in Virginia ..

Two oble wr:i.tera, af'tor a careful s1>udy of the

soUN:QS, bolieve that Geo1·1� :,11itofielcl left some converts in

Virginia; cu.though ho- lett no oreaniood societies., One ot

the baaea for this thGory is round in lotters that pne'.3ed bg ...

twe�n the Conmisaary and the Governor ot Virginia .and bott1een

both and the Biohep ot London in ·which the ternt ffl:Jtethodist 9

ie used linked with tho ttN�w Liehteu , the rovivalistie Prosby...

torioos, and which corideoned the ravivulistic a.ettivitios then

c0rried on in central Virninia. 2 Another baa.is for this

assumption ts tbe pmcl.or!ation issued by tho Generel Assembly
in 1745 that requirod natl magiet.ratoa and officers to dis
com� and prohibit QS tor aa legally tbey- could all

2

itinerant preachers, whether New Lights, Moravians or

Methodists. from teaching, preaching or holding any meet
ings in the Colony. n 3

It seems a reasonable supposition then that there were

Methodists in Virginia at an early date, certainly before

the coming of Robert Williams into Virginia in 1772 or of
other early pioneers of Methodism into America.

As is well known in Methodist history, the earliest

Methodist classes in America were formed by Robert Straw
bridge and Philip Embury, two Irishmen ,, who were the first

local preachers to emigrate to America.

Strawbridge

established the first classes in America in Maryland and
Embury, the second earliest in New York City.4

It was from these Methodist beginnings and the work of

Steawbridge in Maryland that Methodism entered Northern

Virginia and that the first Methodist Society in Virginia
was established at Leesburg.5 Although. the exact date of

the beginnings of Methodism in Leesburg is not known, there
is a record of the purchase of property by a Methodist

Society at Leesburg on May 11, 1766, for "no other use but
for a church or meeting house and graveyard. ,,6

3ll>ig, pp. JO, 31, r.n. 24. Proclamation quoted from
'v'lrginia History Magazine, Vol. XI, p. 228.
½Jilliam W. Sweet, Men of Zeal, Chap. II t gives a full
account of the local preacher immigrants.
5sweet, Virgini� Methodism, p. 46.
61bid, from land records of Loudoun County, Clerk's
o'lTice, Leesburg, Va., Liber 1, t•s, p. 451.

Plans were made at the Virginia Annual Conference

in June, 1960, for a committee to plan the- Bicentennial

of Methodism in Virginia. especially to commemorate the

above event which was the first time a Methodist Society

purchased property on which a Methodist Ch'UX""ch was built. 7
It was on this lot that Old Stone Church was built

and waa dedicated on July 24, 1790 by Joseph Pilmoor who,
along ·with Richard Eoardman, had eome to America as one

of Wesley 1 s first of£icial missionaries.

Until 1900 it

served as an important place of worship tor Methc,dis.m in

Virginia and was also the scene of the Sixth .American
Conference

in 177$.

Because of a disagreement between

the white and colored persons over the possession of the
church, it was finally dismantled and sold in 1902.8
Though Methodism in Virginia bad its beginnings as

an organized society in Leesburg, apparently it was not

until the c�ming of Robert Williams into Virginia in the

year 1772 that Methodism began as a vital religious foree,

Even though he was not an official representative of John

Wesley, he came •with his consent to labor unde:r the direc
tion of the regular m1ssionaries. 9 He i-.ras �ot a local

preacher or lay evangelist from England, as Jesse Lee and
some historians claim, but a Methodist preacher of the

7Editerial in Virginia Methodist Advocate� Mar .. 16, 1961.
8sweet, Vir�inia Methodism, pp. 46-49.
9see Jesse Lee, A Short Historx of' the .Methodists in
the United States of .America, pp." 2o,27, f'or an
account of his coming to America.

Irish Conference, his name being found among the appoint

ments for the year 1766.

Also, his coming to America

preceded that of Joseph Pilmoor and Richard Boardman,
Wesley's official missionaries. 10 Williams came to
America in the summer or early fall of 1769.

One authority

maintains that due to adverse winds his ship first landed
in Norf0lk Virginia, in the summer of 1769.11 However,
i

historians seem to agree that Williams' first appearance

in Virginia was in the early part of the year 1772, as far

as the planting of Methodism in Southern Virginia is con
cerned,

Asbury, who was in Philadelphia. at this time, records

in his JQurnal for April 22, 1772!
eame in from Virginia.

there�

"This night Brother W��lliams

He gives a flaming account of the work

Many ef the people seem to be ripe for the gospel and

ready te receive us." 12 On April 23, he records that Brother
Williams set off £or New York.13
The above clearly indicates that he was in Virginia in

the early part of the year.

In typical Methodist fashion

he began to sing a hymn, after which he knelt and prayed.

Then he preached to the wondering multitude who, unaccustomed

to evangelical preaching, were so astonished that they con•

strued as swearing his use of such words as "hell tt, ndev.il"
10Rev. William Crook, Ireland and the Centenary of
American Meth0disrn, etc., Cnap. VII, Robert Williams,
PP• l35-ll;o.
11 sweet, Virginia. Methodism, PP• 50, 51, f.n. 13.
12Elmer T. Clark, J. Manning Potts, Jacobs. Payton,
Edi tors, The Journal and Let,ters of., Francis. Asburx.
Vol. I, p. ��.
13
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and ndrunned" •

.Among the crowd that

of Portsmouth, a member

or

day

was Isaac Luke

the Established Church of

England, who happened to be in Norfolk on business.
was so impressed i-rJ.th

Williams' preaching, which

He

had a

different stamp f'rom any he had heard before, that he in

vited him to Portsmouth to preach.

The next day the .first

Methodist sermon in this city was preached by Robert Williams
underneath a couple

0£

persimmon trees.

Later on, Isaac

Luke and some friends fitted up a warehouse as a regular

preaching place ..
convinced of

Luke. 14

Through Williams' preaching numbers were

sin &.nd brought to God t among them was Isaac

Just how long Williams was in Virginia is not certain

as there is no reeor.d; however, from the above noted entries
in Asbury•s Journal we know that he was in Philadelphia on

April 22, 1772, and left £or New York on the following day.
It is a well established fact also that he made a seeond

visit to Norfolk, Virginia, in October 1772, accompanied
young William Waters, who left an account of their
Virginia itinerary.15
by

They made their journey from Baltimore crossing the

Potomac at Alexandria and eentinu1ng southward to Norfolk.
On their way they preached at every convenient point�
14-william w. Bennett, Memorials of Methodism in
·
'
' Virpnia, etc., pp. ;l-54 ..
15sweet, Vir�inia Methodism, pp. 51, 52.

6
wherever an eppertunity was offered, and intraduced religion
into the conversation as they sat by the fireside in the

taverns or in the houses.

But they discovered in the course

of their journey of three hundred miles that there we�e very

few who knew anything e£ experimental religion. of the saving
power of the Lord Jesus, or of His grace.16
At this time Joseph Pilmoor, who had left Philadelphia

on May 26, 1772, to begin his preaching tour into the S0uthern
colonies, landed in Norfolk on July 17, 1772.

He made Norfelk

and Portsmouth his headquarters, from which he joined with
Robert Williams and Waters and worked in conjunction with
1
them. 7

It is evident that Pilmoor's powerful and zealous preach

ing aroused opposition on the part of the staid, easy-going

Anglican clergy of that day.

While Pilmoor was temporarily

absent fr001 Norfolk, an Anglican minister preached a sermon
from the text,

Y.lE3thodist

ceivers.

0

Be not overrighteous" in which he accused the

preachers ot being a. group

0f enthusiasts and de

After a few days, Pilmoor returned and hearing of

the parson's accusations gave notice that he would preach on
the

text, "Be not

oven,ricked O•

The people crowded to hear

him take the parson to task as he chided him for his caution

to over-righteousness in the city of Norfolk 1 e , which aceord

ing to the opinion of Waters and Pilmoor was a very wicked

16Bennett, .2.11• cit., pp. 54-56, from William Waters•
A Short Ac_count of the Christian Experience and
Ministerial Labors of William Waters.
17sweet, Vir&;i�ia Methodism, pp:
53, 54.
181b. i.di p. 52, aecount also given in Bennett, 2.2• ill•,
PP• :,3, 54.

city,

7
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ln keeping With the Wesleyan evangelical spirit, Pilmoor

preached on the evening of his arrival in Norfolk.

It was

a small congregation who came to the Play House to hear him,

but

on the follO\'ling Sunday he preached in Portsmouth under

"a fine shade tree" t-o a. large congregation. The last o:f

August he sailed up the J a.mes to Williamsburg where he preached

in the State House

yard to a large assembly.

n change o.f' air and water", he

Due to the

beoar11e 111 with .fever and was

unable to preaeh in Yorktown, though he recovered suf"f:leiently
to preach in Hampton to a large congregation.

Among those

converted was a wrathful sea captain whose family had heard

Pil.moor retul"rted to Norfolk
in Augttst and continued to preaeh.20

Pilmoor's preaching in Nor.folk.

As has been noted, Robert Williams was the first to intro

duce Methodism into Southern Virginia; howe?er, contrary to
the accounts �f the early historians, he did not torm the

first Methodist Soeiety.

This honor, according to Sweet,,

belongs to Joseph Pilmoor 1-mo recorded the event in his

Journal tor November 14, 1772:

Had a vast multitude in (Portsmouth) to hear me read
When I had done, as
they had been deeply convinced or their need of a Saviour
and are truly desirous to flee from the wrathe t� come, I
joined twenty-seven of them who are determined to seek the
Lord while he may be founrl. Zl
and explain the Rules of the Society,

19teroy Lee, Life and Times ot Jesse Lee, p. 47.
20sweet, Virginie.Methodism, pp. 54, 55. from the
309-page manuscript Journal of Pilmoor which was
··.mknown to early historians. See p. 53, f .n. 18.

21

ll!g, P•

55 •

Two days later he formed a second society in Norfolk, which
account is also given in his Journai.22
Shortly after this, in December, he started southward

on his journey to Georgia.

It was in April

1773

when he

returned to Virginia where he joined Robert Williams and

William Waters who had carried on the work in Norfolk and
Portsmouth during his absence.

There was much

the society members over his return.

rejoicing

among

Pilmoor also held the

first watch night service in Virginia on April 27, to which
the people flocked to see what such a meeting was like.

Early

in May, he bid farewell to those who ware dear to him and

many who were the fruits of his labors, and started on his
journey north.

In January of 1774 he sailed for England.

Ten years later he returned and was ordained into the newly
formed Protestant Episcopal Church.23

Sweet believes this was a loss to Methodism, as Pilmoor

was undoubtedly the best educated and most talented of the
early American Methodist preachers.

The reasons tor his with

drawal are clearly indicated in several of his letters written
in the year 1784 ..

When Wesley executed his £amous Deed of

Declaration in 1784, in which the legal rights of the Methodist

Societies were invested in one hundred men, Pilmoor•s name was

not among the m.unber; although others much younger than he
were included.

As a result an open rupture occurred and
Pilmoor's withdrawal i'ollowed.24
22sweet, Virginia Methodism� pp. 55, 56.
.
23 Ibid,
.
pp. 56, 57,
24sweet, Men or Zeal, pp. 106-109.
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While Williams and Pilmoor were laboring in the vicinity

of Portsmouth and Norfolk; do�m in Petersburg the spirit of

the awakening had seized the hearts of two gentlemen, Gressett

Davis and Nathaniel Young. Under the preaching

or two evangel

ical Episcopal clergymen; Devereux Jarratt and Archibald

McRoberts, they had beeome coneerned about their own souls
and those in their community.

DaVis, converted underMeRoberts

eleven years before, especially desired that others might feel

what he had experienced; so he and Young and an old Quaker

friend hired the theater 1n Petersburg and invited those of
every seet and party to come and preach who, they thought,

preaehed the truth of the gospel as far as conversion was con
cerned.25

At the invitation

or

these two men who had connections

in the mercantile business at Norfolk, Robert Williams ca.me

to Petersburg in February, 1773.

After laboring among them

for several weeks without any success, they furnished him a

horse with which he traveled into the country where �!a surprising

work" broke out and spread to every part of the state of
Virginia and North Carolina.26

The result of Williams' labors in this extensive reVival

is recorded in the minutes of the first Methodist Con.f erenoe

in America which met at Philadelphia on

July

14, 1773, when

25Bennett, .QI?•�•, pp. 56, ;7. Facts concerning the
rise and progress of llfethodism in Petersburg and sur
rounding country are quoted from a letter of Gressett
Davis to Wesley dated July 11, 1780.

26:rbid, PP• 57, 58.
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100 members were reported from the two circuits in Virginia
out of a total of 1160 from all the six American cireuits.27

It was at this conference that Williams was officially assigned
to Petersburg.28
As the revival was extended dru:•ing the summer and the

remainder of the year into the surrounding country t it was

natural as well as providential, H; seems ;; that Robert Williams
should have come in contact •with Devereux Jarratt.

In March,

1773, a few weeks after Williams• arrival in Petersburg, he
came to the home of Jarratt where he remained a week and

preached several times in his parish.

Jarratt describes him

as a "plain ,, artles$, indefatigable preacher of the gospel"

who "was greatly blessed in detecting the hypocrite, razing

of false foundations and stirring believers to press after a
present salvation from the remains of sin." 29
Sweet believes that the most important single historic

£act in the early history of Methodism in Virginia was the

cooperative relationship which developed between the early

Methodist preachers working in Virginia and North Carolina

with the devout evangelical Anglican clergyman of Bath Parish
:in Dinwiddie County, Devereux Jarratt. 3 0

Jarratt had been convex-ted under the New Light Presby

terians, and as such was a product of the Grea·t Awakening in
27Jesse Lee, .2.E.• c:lt., pp. 45 ... 50, gives the minutes and
proceedings of this first conference.
28Bennett, -2£· cit .. , p. 64.,
29Jarratt's )\utob�ouapby, p. 108.
30vire;inia Metho�i$m, P• 60.

11

Virginia.

Like the larger Methodist movement, his preaching

and work represent a counter awakening in the Established
Church.

And there is good reason to believe, as does Oewehr,

that had the Anglican elergy proven sensitive and responsive
Jarratt
represented that the Church might have been saved.31
to the

evangelical

tendencies of the times which

However, except for his bosom friend and co-laborer in

this part of the State, Archibald McRoberts32 , the Anglican
clergy were very much opposed to his evangelical views,

Jarratt says:

"Yea, I was opposed 1 reproached by the clergy-...

called a fanatic, visionary, dissenter, Presbyterian, madman

and whatnot.

Jarratt tells of the low state of religion in the

Episcopal Church in the mid-eighteenth century:

ttignora.nce

of the things of God, profaneness, and irreligion then pre
vailed among all ranks and degrees • • • • n.34 His preaching

and his doctrines were new to the people, for he preached to

them of sin and all the evils thereo.f and stressed the need
for a living faith.35 Naturally, with this kind of preaching,
real religious concern soon developed in his parishes.

For

he tells us that in 1773, ten yea.rs after coming to Bath Parish,
there were about 900 or 1000 communicants; whereas, when he

first came there., not more than seven or eight partook of the
31 w. M. Gewehr The Great Awakening in Vir-gini�, pp. 138,139.
1
'.

)2

.

. Bennett ) .£E• ill_., p.

59.

33Au;tobiograPhX, p .. 86.
34nevereux Jarratt, a Brief Narrative of the Revival of
Religion, in a letter to a Friend > pp. 3, 4. ciark,
Potts and Payton, .2.E.• £il·, p. 207.
351!2!a; AutobiographX, P• 89.
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sacraments and these were the mora aged ones.
The common people came in larger

as Jarratt

went

out to preach

numbers

in private

36
than usual, and

homes news of

work spread and many came for miles around to hear him.
those who eame to hear was the family

0£

his

Among

Nathaniel Lee, who

lived on a farm about twelve miles from Sapponey Church whieh

was the prirtcipal place of worship in Bath Parish.

According

to the account of the Reverend Jesse Lee in his memoirs to his

brother, the Reverend John Lee, the Lee family were regular
attendants of the Church of England,

ness to

the place of

worship.

which

indicates the near�

But he states

that

they were

privileged occasionally to hear the Reverend Mr. Jarratt preach.

Am

so it was in the latter part of the year 1772 that Nathaniel

Lee was "saVingly converted to Godn under the zealous evangeli
cal preaching of Jarratt.37
It

was shortly after

this part of Virginia.

t,his that Robert Williams eame

And Leroy Lee says that the

into

Lee family

bad attended Williams' ministry at every convenient opportunity
for at least twelve months before Mr. Lee, his wi.fe and two
sons, Jesse and Peter, gave

in

Society in the summer of 1774.
of nearly fifty years his
a

regular

place

for

their names to the Methodist

From this time on for a period

became a home for preachers and
preaching.38
home

Previous to the coming of Robert Williams, as we have seen,

3 6Jarratt's

p. 102.
.2.'Q• ill•, pp. 27-32, gives a full account
of Jarratt' s influence on the Lee family.
Jlt
�. pp. 33 t 34.
Autobiography.

37teroy M. Lee,
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a great revival of religion had been going on under Jarratt.
In a letter wh.ich he

in
the

the years

Spirit

prepar-·ed

1770-1771 ·there

for John Wesley,39 he says that

was

a

considerable outpouring of

at a place in his parish called White Oa.lt..

"It was

here," he says, ttI first formed the peeple into a society that
they might assist and strengthen eaeh other."

The next year

the revival ttextended itself in seme places for .fifty or sixty

miles around. tt

Hm,;ever, Jarratt says that

from

the year l 773 on the •iwork

was chiefly carried on by the labours e£ the people ealled

Methodists", especially in the eounties of Brunswick and Sussex.
It was in the spring of this year, as noted, that Robert

Williams came to Jarra.tt's home.

Others also came in the year

1774 who began to ride the circuits and gathered many societies
in Jarrattts neighborhood and in other places as far as North
Carolina.

Among those tmo came in the beginning of the year

was John King, an Englishman, 't!'tho came into the southern part
of Virginia "where his

people. 11

labours

were made a blessing to

tnany

Then at the Second Conference ,. which met at Philadel ...

phia on May 25, 1174, John King, Isaac Rollings and John Wade

were assigned to the Brunswick Circuit where in the latter part
of the year there was a most remarkable revival of religion.40
3 9 The tolloidng facts are taken from this letter .found in
ttA Brief Narrative of the Revival of Religion in a
Letter to a Friend ••,,

in Asburz•s J'purnal.

207:..2�6:

o

F I !

,

The entire narrative is also copied

See Clark, Potts and Payton, pp.

40Jesse Lee, .22• e1t. i pp. 49•51; For a sketch of John
Kina;• a lii'e a.nd7irs marriage to Miss Sally Seawell of

a prominent Brunswick County family, see Moore 1 M. H.,
Sketches or P1eneers of rJiethodism
.. '
' . in .No:rth Carolina
pp.
,i-56.
and Vir,ginia:..

14

In the early part of. the same year Williams had formed
the first circuit in Virginia� the. Bruns'lf1tek Circuit, which

extended from Petersburg to beyond the Roanoke River into
North Carolina.41

This area included the society of which

the tees were now members, as it included all the territory
in which Jarratt•s revival was most pronounced.

15
II

THE FIRST AWAKENING
These two great evangelists, one a priest of the

Anglican Church and the other an unofficial Wesleyan apostle
and Methodist pioneer, joined hands and hearts and out ot

this oneness in spirit came the first great Methodist awaken-

ing in America�

It does not seem so strange that a strong bond or sympathy

developed between

Ja.rra·tt and Wesley's itinerants for, as

Gewehr points out, theS$ men ware all n1nstruments

or God,

come to preserve the unity of the church and to call sinners

to repentance." 1 We must never £orget that Methodism began
as a revival within the Anglican Church in America as well
as in England.

Wesley• s itinerants did not come to establish

a separate ehureh.

They openly professed their attachment to

the Established Church and le.ft to the parish ministers the
sacred duty of.'

administ;ering the sacraments ,.

we can readily see

of the Methodists.

For this reason,

why Jarratt became an indispensable friend

Often he preached an average of five ser•

mons a week and administered the sacraments to many hundreds
of comnrunicants.2
Also, Williams had assured Jarratt "that they bad come

to build up and not divide the church," and that their primary

purpose was to call sinners to repentance and to labor for the
1Gewehr, on. cit., p. 147.
-'- 2
Ibid, PP• 143; 146.

16
spiritual improvement of the people.

He was impressed, too,

. with Williams' preaching "espeeially the a£.fectionate manner

in which his discourses were delivered." And so he encouraged

the people to join the Methodists and even aided them in
forming societies.3
Gewehr

believes that Jarratt saw in the Methodists an

instrument for rene\dng religion in the ehurch of his faith
as well as for eombatting the rising tide of Baptists. 4 An

historian ot the Episcopal Church says that Jarratt was con

the Baptists ., had no
hostility to the Church of England. 5 This may well have been
itineed that the Methodists, unlike

his. primary reason as we can see from his own words:
prevent these dissentions in the church (to

"To

Baptists) was a

reason of my more readily giving countenance to the Methodists

when 1;hey first appeared. rr

Truly, for the planting 0£

Methodism in Virginia, the Methodists had found a useful friend.
Robert Williams died on September 26, 1775, having lived

long enough to witness the first fruits of his labors in the
outbreak of the great revival of

1775 and 1776,.

On March 2$,

1775, Asbury recorded in his Journal that he met with Brother

Williams who gave him a great account of the work of God in

those parts where five or six hundred souls were justified by
3Jarratt 1 s Autobiography, pp. 108-110; A Brief Narrative,
et.e. , p. 6.
4-rhe ,Great Awakening, pp .. 141, 142 ..
�dward Clowes Chorley, Men and Movements i_n the American
Episeopal Church, p. 13.
6Jarratt• s AutobiograPht, p. 107 ,.
7oeweh:r, ..2.1?• cit., p,. 145.

faith.

8
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On September

ze,

he records this summary

ministry or Rebert Williams:

or the

I ventured to p,...each a funeral sermon at the burial 0£
He has been a 'Very useful, laborious
man; and the Lord gave him many souls in his ministry.
Perhaps no one in America has been an instrument o£
awakening so many souls as Ged has awakened by him. 9

Brother Williams.

At the Coni'et-ence or May 17, 1775 ,. in Philadelphia, Asbury

was assigned to Not":tolk where he arrived on Monday the 29th.
This.was his first visit to Virginia.10 Her-eh� found about
thirty members in the Methodist Society but with no regular
class meetings.�

Three years

before, Pilmoor had .formed a

society here, but it had grown very little.

He also visited

at the house 0£ Robert Owens on the Suffolk Road, 1n Ports ....
mouth PariSh, where the third society in Virglnia had been

tormed by Pilm.oor .. ll

Asbury was very discouraged at the ninsensibility to

the things or God amongst the people. n

12

No doubt this lack

o.f response and the indi.f.ferenee to spiritual things was
largely due to the gathering war clouds, f'or on July 28,
he wrote in his Journal of

how

1775,

the prohibition of trade with

the West Indies by the British Government was causing commo

tion among the people.. A few weeks later he tells or how his
preaching in

Portsmouth had been interrupted 0 by the clamor

of arms and the preparation of war. n l3

8c1ark, Potts, Payton, Asbuq' s Jourpal, Vol. I, P• 153.
9tbid, p. 164 •.
10:rbid, p. 156. See r.n. 21.
1 1sweet, Virg_inia Methodism, PP• 71, 72.
. . . .
..
12C lark_
1 Potts, Payton, .2£• s._u., Vol. I t P t 159,
(June 27, 1775) ..
lJibid, PP+ 161, 162.
I

Because of the imminence of war and the growing enmity
to loyal British subjects, Thomas Rankin wrote to

Asbury

that

he thought it best to return to England.14 On August 7; 1775,

Asbury reeords the sentiments of his reply to Rankin:

"It

would be an eternal dishonor to the Methodists, that we should
all

leave

three thousand souls. • • ; therefore, I am determined

the grace of God not to leave them, let the consequences
be what they may.n 15 This courageous stand c,f Asbury apparently
by

caused Rankin to change his mind, for his departure was postponed £or two years. 16 On August 20, 1775, Asbury says that

he received a letter from Mr. Rankin expressing a change in
his intention of returning to England.

Soon reports reached him of the great revival going on in

the Brunswick Circuit under Shadford,

who

With Rankin came to

America in 1773, and on entering the circuit; he wrote, "My
soul catches the holy fire already. n17 Soon after Asbury's
departure, Norfolk

was

burned

by

order of the Tory governor

and is not again in the list of appointments until 1777.18

Though Asbury was in Virginia within the revival circle

for about four months, he did not play a significant part in the
1
revival that was taking plaea. 9 In his Journal, however, he

tells of his travels from one revival to another and how his
14iforac0M. DuBose, Francis Asbury. P• 7$.
15c1ark, Potts, Payton, OR• cit.; Vol. I, p. 161.
16nuBose, on. cit., P• 7�. __... 17Clark, Potts, Payton, .212• cit., Vol. I, pp. 163,
.
1$L
.
"'JJuBose, .2£• fil•,
P• 79.

-

l9sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 74.
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heart 1•ejoiced in the good work.

He visited

Jarratt

and his

wife on several occasions and on January 10, 1776, Mr. and

Mrs. Jarratt met him at friend Boisseau's and gave him a long
·

narrative of the great work under Brother George Shad.ford.

20

Although Rankin and Shad£ord made a tour through the

Southern part of Virginia and into North Carolina in the

summer of 1776, Shad£ord, ·who ·was kno-wn as the most powerful

preacher and evangelist of his

day,

was the chief instrument

am leader of the rev1:val that broke out in Virginia this year.

He had been assigned to the Bru.nstdck Circuit in 1775 and was
21
again assigned to this circuit at the conference in 1776.
Shad£ord :felt that

he had been

truly

ealled of God to

come to America; and wherever he prea�hed; there seems to have

been a great outpouring of the Spirit.
he

says:

"I was amazed when I

first

In his Autobiographx.

began to

preach

in

Virginia

fo:t I seldom preached but some were converted and often three
22
or .four at a time. n

Among his early converts was a dancing

master who joined the Methodist Society and became a great
23
witness .•

As the peneeostal circle widened, not ·only sinners were

converted but the indifferent aroused and the zeal of the
Christians sparked anew.

But

in

no place, says Jesse Lee, was

the revival equal to the one in Brunswick where Shadford was
.
. ·. Payton,
20Clark, Potts,
· -2.R• · ill•,
. . Vol. . I, . P• 175.
is the Narrative referred to many times.

This

21Bennett, ..2.1:!• �., pp. 74•77; Moore,· .2.R• �-, p "' 56.
22Thomaa Jackson, ed., The· Lives of ,Early: Methodist
Preaehers 2 Chiefly Written bx; Themselves, VoL, vf, p. 169.
2"Ibid, p. 170.
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traveling - 24 This is evident;, £or in the conference minutes
for

Soo

1774, Brunswick reported 218 members; in 1775,

were

reported; in 1776, 811 more were added, or a total of 1,611
during the reVivai.2' The total was 1,800 if Hanover Circuit

and Carolina Circuit are included, which were now a pa�t of
Brunswick Circuit.26 Of tbe total gain of 2 0 047 membe�s in
1777, nearly all the gain was in Virginia. which had risen
in total membership to 3,449.27
The reviv&l reached its height in the year 1776, and

according to Jarratt began almost at the same time in three
places. 28 Two were within his parish and the other in Amelia

County, whieh for years had been "notorious for carelessness,

profaneness, and immorality of all kinds." During this whole

winter "the shaking among the dry bones t' increased.

Sinners

were powerfully convinced; sometimes ten or twelve were con
verted in one day.

This noutpouring of the Spirittt soon ex

tended itself through most o:t the circuit, an area in circum

ference of about

f<:>ur or five hundred miles.

And

all ages, the

old and gray... headed, the middle-aged, youth e.nd children, were
brought.

under the great power of God.

At a quarterly meeting held in May, 1776, at Boisseauts

Chapel in DinWiddie County. there was a most remarkable

24A Short History, P• 53.
25Gewehr, .el?• eit., P• 15$.
2 6Jesse Lee, Q)?. o1t., P• ;9.
27sweet, y·1�gtnia Methodism, p. 70; Bennett, p .. 97 ,.
2BJarratt's account 0£ the revival is given in his letter
to W&sley in A Brtef.Narrative of the Revival of Religion
in a Letter to a Friend; also in Clark, Potts, Payton,
21?• cit�,, Voi. I, PP• 207-226.
1
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manifestation o.f divine power.

opened,

and

"The windows of heaven were

the rain of Divine influence poured down for more
On the second day of the meeting a love

than .forty days."

feast was held when "the power of the Lord came down on the

multitude that

assembly like a rushing mighty wind,tt and the

attended returned home and trspread the .flame through their
respective nei_.r.;hborhoods. n

Even the clamor of war was silenced

and .forgotten ttwhile things o.f far greater importance lay so
near

to the hea?'t. n
Rankin, who was now Wasley1 s assistant, came into Virginia.

in June and with Shadford and Jarratt continued to kindle the

heavenly £lame in the souls o.f many.

Wesley on June 24, 1778

29

In a letter he wrote to

, he gives a vivid description of

the revival scenes. While preaching his first sermon at

Boisseau' s Chapel on the last Sunday in June

1' such

power des ...

eended, that hundreds fell to the ground, and the house seemed

to shake with the presence of God.

The Chapel was full or

white and black, and many were without that could not get in."
Husbands and wives, parents and childr&n, were inviting eaeh
other to go to heaven with them.

This effusion of the Spirit

continued for more than an hour.

The next Sunday he preached

at Whites Chapel in Amelia County30 , about 20 miles from
Jarratt' s home.
hundred

The house was oro1>.rded and "four or five

stood at the doors and 'Windows and listened with

29This letter of Thomas Rankin is also found in Jarratt,
Devereux, A Brief Narrative, �tc.; pp. 27-35 t and in
Asbury•s Journal. For possible error in date o:f letter,
see Clark, PQtts, Payton, p. 219, £.n. 60.

30c1ark, Potts, Payton, .QI?• ill�, P• 210,

f .n.

54.
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unabated attention."

The people were so overwhelmed by the

power of God and the joy of sins forgiven that they were

unable to compose themselves. While he was speaking; some

were on their knees, others on their faces nerying mightily
to God."

Hundreds of Negroes were among them, with tears

streaming dot-m their faces.

On Sunday, July ll:,, Rankin and
Shadford preached again at Bushills.'1 Here, Rankin states, was
repeated similar days to that ef fourteen days be.fore, des•

cribed above, "only attended ·with a more deep and solemn work

of faith."

The last of the month, Rankin and Jarratt left this

vicinity and rode toward North Carolina, preaching to large
congregations on their way.

At a quarterly meeting held the

last two days in July at. Mabury' s Chapel in Brunswick County,

Lee and Rankin both claim that no chapel or preaching house

in Virginia would have contained one•third of the congregation,
so they titted up an arbor in the yard that would shade two

or three thousand persons -

hours,

Here in the

0001

between eight and nine, they began a

until noon.

of the morning

love

feast that lasted

This must have been an awe-inspiring sight, for

Lee says ,it was a day never to be forgotten."

In the midst

and all around stood hundreds of other people.

One by �ne

sat the members

or the society, the inner band of believers,

they rose and gave teatimeny to the saving power of God in
their lives.

He says:

"The place was

truly

awful

by reason

31sometimes called Boisseau' s Chapel, see Jesse Lee,

.2.E•

ill•,

PP• 55-57.
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of the presence of

God.•t

At eight that night they held a

watch night service and J arra.tt

preached.

Of these two

days tee says that suoh a work of God he had never seen be

fore, and Rankin closes his l�tter to Wesley With these words:

nsurely for the work wrought on these two days, many will

praise God to all eternity. n> 2
These

eye-witness

accounts of Jarratt, Rankin, and Lee

tell of how the scoffers and those indifferent for years were
awakened and overcome by the power and saVing grace of God;
of the conversion of those of all ages and of all classes,

including many blacks; of their eagerness to hear the work of

God preached, traveling for many miles on horse or foot, and
sometimes remaining all day and night.

All attest to the

fact that there were instances of divine power at almost every

meeting.

It is easy for us in this sophisticated, formal, cool

atmosphere of twentieth century religion to smile and to write

of£ these happenings as an extreme display of the emotions

among the ignorant of that day.

No doubt psychological ca.uses

could be given for many of these revival phenomena, but doing

this would make these happenings no less real and ��uld still

leave much that man's wisdom could not explain.

For who oan

explain the mysterious experience of salvation or rebirth or

can describe the joy and peaee that eomes to a forgiven soul,
save the man who has experienced itt

32.A Short Historx;. P• 59; Revival scenes of Rankin also
given i� his Autobiography, pp. 135-218, or The Lives
pf Early Methodist Preachers, ed. Thomas Jackson.

24

There were some apostates, no doubt, but the record of

the growth of Methodism during this revival and especially

in the decade to follow, in spite of the war years, attests
to the genuineness of these conversions.

For historians

are agreed that this was one of the greatest awakenings in

the history of American Methodism and left a permanent im
press upon the religious life of the Old Dominion, 33 the
impetus of which was £elt in America for halt a hundred
years later.34

P•· 157.
33oewehr, .212• ill•,
·
·
34ouB
t P• 79 •
· ose, Jm• SL•,
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III

SURVIVING THE STORM
Only f'our of the eight official missionaries

sent

over

by Wesley to America had a part in planting Methodism in

Virginia;

namely,

1778 Asbury

reached this

Norfolk.

was

Asbury, Pilmoor, Shadford and

the

only

decision,

George

one

remaining

Rankin.

By

in America, having

we will recall, while stationed at

Shadfo:rd, the

zealous leader and evangelist

of the Virginia revival, was the last one to leave for
England •1 In his Autobiography he states tha.t the people

threatened him with imprisonment when he prayed for the king

and pressed him to take the test oath to renounce him for

This he found impossible to do t as he had twice taken
the oath of' allegiance to the king.2 Asbury had also re.fused
ever.

and had spent two years in
Delaware where test oaths were not required of ole�gymen.3
to take the test oath in

Maryland

One would think that this loss of the English preaohers

in the midst of the war years, when the Methodists were al

ready laboring at a disadvantage, would have been a severe

blow to the oause of Methodism in America.

However, Sweet

is of the opinion that their depa�tu.re ,ms an unmixed bless
ing.

He believes that John

Wesleyt

s well known position on

1sweet; �irginia Methodism, PP• 75-76.

2Thomas Jackson, ed., Th� Lives of Early Methodist

Preachers, Vol. VI, PP• io/1... 11j.
3sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 77, and r.n. J. Clark,
Potts, Payton, Jl.sbur�z:ts Journal, Vol. I, p. 299, r.n. 12.
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the American question t which was diametrically opposed to

the whole political philosophy of the American Revolution,

would have destroyed their .further usefulness.

Had they

stayed he .feels it would have only magnified the charge of
Toryism being made against the American Methodists.4 This

apparently was true, for Jesse Lee says it was only necessary

to call a �!ethodist a Tory and the people might treat him
as cruelly as they pleased.5

Accusations of Toryism were largely brought about through

the actions of three individuals� Martin Rhodda, one of the

last two of Weslef's official representatives in America,

took some imprudent steps in favor of the Tories which brought
many sufferings on the Methodist preachers and people.6
Chauncey Clowe, an apostate Methodist ,. formed a Tory company

known as the Royalists and their actions brought charges

0£

Tory-ism as the Methodists were held responsible even though
the members of the company were disowned by them.7 Also >

Philip Mazzei, an Italian physician and horticulturist, wrote

a tract which was printed in Williamsburg and distributed

throughout Virginia in which he accused the Methodist preachers

or coming to America to discourage resistance to England.
Mazzei at this time was a resident of Virginia.8

.

4sweet, Virginia Methodism, pp •. 77-79. For a more de..
tailed account of Nesley's position, etc., see Sweet ,.
Men of Zeal, Chap. IV •
..
5A Short Histop,;.
ete., p. 74.
6Ibid, p. 62.
?Abel Stevens, History of the Methodist Episcopal Ghurcp
in America, Vol. I, PP• j.33....�j�.
8sweet. :Virginia Matho!iism,.P� a9i see also Dictionarx of
�erican Biography, Vol. XII, pp. 469-470.

Fortunately; the Methodists in Virginia had to endure

very little persecution.

There are only a few instances where

Methodists in Virginia suffered in either person or property. 9

Philip Gatch was one of the few Methodist preachers who

suffered physical violence in Virginia during the Revolution,

In 1777, while riding ene Sunday morning to hie appointment on
the Sussex Circuit, two strong men seized him by the ams and

twisted them in opposite directions.

His arms were sevel:"ely

bruised and it was a long time be.tore he recovered their u.se.10
There were some preachers who conscientiously opposed the

bearing 0£ arms and the shedding of human blood.

Among them

was Jesse Lee, a native Virginian and a son of Nathaniel tee,

whose conversion to Methodism has been noted.

He gives a

detailed account of his experience during the Revolutionary
War in his Journal. ll

Virginia and North Carolina., to protect. themselves from

the threatened invasion of the retreating British troops from
the South on their

way North, called out their militia.

Thus,

Lee, who was new a local preacher and residing in North

Carolina, waa drafted into the army in 1780; however; he refused
to bear arms even after confinement in the guard house .-

Since

he was unWilling to fight, he was asked to drive the baggage

wagon ..

Later, he was ruade sergeant. e,f a small corps or band

of pioneers.

Afte� the arrival of another 8ergeant of pioneers

9sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. gg.
lOA bel Stevens, Mi story; of Methodist. Episco;Ral Church
in America, Vol; i, P• 379.

11see Leroy Lee, �ife and Times_of Rev. Jesse Lee pp.
t

$7 ...96.,

Also Minton •rhrif't, Memoirs of th9 iiev.
25-35.

Jess� Lee, etc., chap. III, pp.
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and since Lee was also the oldest officer, he was granted
an honorable discharge.

He made his

·way by

.foot back to his

home in Virginia where.he was happy to learn that a brother
and sister had found

remission

for their sins.

That Methodism 1 which ·was so closely connected to John

Wesley, was able to pursue the itinerant ministry amidst Tory

aecusations and the departure of the Engli�h

is

missionaries

remarkable; and we must not forget that most of the Methodists

during these years were south of the Mason and Dixon Line with
the

Virginia

membership far in the 1ead�

its survival to

12

McTyeire attributes

the divinity within it. He says: nrt had got

a hold upon the people, and an able corps of native-born
preacher.s had been raised

.
been begun.,r 3
l

cur.

u.p to carry on the work that had

With this opinion Sweet seems to hF.•a.rtily con

That a group

0,f

native preachers had been raised up

ready

to carry on the work when the war came, he believes, was a

most

f'ortunat� happening.

This is another reason

the

departure of Wesley's

missionaries

proved a blessing, :for he

says: "Methodism in America secured an early

develop as an indigenous movement, more
of American soil and suiting

itself

why he thinks

or

opportunity

to

less springing out

to American

needs� nl 4

Let us briefly consider some of these helpers raised up in
America who played an important role in Virginia Methodism

during the trying years of the

Re·volutionary

War and helped

to bring about the birth of the American Church.
12sweet,

Virginia Methodism, p. 44.
l3Holland N. McTyeire, A History of Methodism, p. 292 ..

14Men of Zeal, P• 119�
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William Waters and Philip Gatch, both admitted to the

itinerancy in 1774, were the first native Americans to become

regular Methodist itinerants.

We have met William Waters

previously as the young man who accompanied Robert Williams

on his preaching tour into Virginia in the year 1772.

Philip

Gatch married and settled on a farm in Powhatan County in the
year 1778; however, he continued to preach.

Sweet says that

of all the native preachers, Freeborn Garrettson undoubtedly
stands at the head of the list in total influence exerted on
the development or American Methodism.15 Jesse Lee, our

native Virginian and sen of Nathaniel Lee, was not admitted
into the Conference until 1783.

Nevertheless. he had been

preaching as a loeal preacher since 1779 and had been a class

leader before this.

He was the first native Virginian to enter

the ministry, and his name is not only famous as the first

historian in Ameriean Methodism but also is closely inter
woven with the rise and progress ot Methodism in Virginia.16
Edward Dromgoole, a native of Ireland, was admitted to

the traveling connection in 1774.

He spent twelve years in

the itineraney, most of which time was spent in Virginia.

In 1777, he married Rebeeca Walton of Brunswick County, a
convert of the reVival or 1776, and later settled in the

same county.

Here he prospered as a planter and merchant, and

his influence was felt in the soeial as well as religious

15sweet, Men of Zeal, pp. 132-136. For more details of
Gatch, Waters and Garrettson, see Abel Stevens,
Historx of Methodist Egiseo;eal Church ,in Americfl,
passim.
et Vol. I.
., 16Leroy Lee, ..Q:e• �- � � nassim ♦.
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life of Virginia.

Two of his sons became local preachers,

his youngest son served as a member of Congress from Virginia,

and one of his grandsons was a professor £or several years.
at Uandolph ?,is.con College.17

Certainly the name of John Easter, another native Virginian,

should be on this roster t as well as many others who were trµe

soldiers of the cross during the Revolution.

Although John

Easter did not appear· in the ranks of rfi:ethodist itinerancy in

Virginia until near the close 0£ the war, the in£luence of

his labors and success upon Virginia Methodism were far reach
ing.18 There are others, some native Virginians, who were

shining lights during these years; 19 however, these help us

to see that but f'or these native preachers, Methodism in

Virginia as well as in America might not have survived the
storm of war.

The historians seem to agree that Strawbridge was the

first to nraise up" native American preachers.

ln fact, Sweet

says that it is difficult to see how Methodism could have

developed or have lived at all in Virginia and �Iaryland during

Revolutionary years without Waters, Gatch, Freeborn Garrettson)
Daniel Ruff and a host of' local preachers and exhorters who
looked to Strawbridge as their spiritual £ather.20 Edward
Dromgoole waa also converted under Strawbridge. 2 1

,31

Strawbridge and some of the native preachers were known

for their "irregularities" which, naturally, were not pleasing
to the strict disciplinarian, Francis Asbury.

The steady prog...

ress of Methodism, especially in Virginia and North Carolina,

would seem to indicate that this independent action was in

keeping with the developing spirit of independence during the

t-ra.r yea.rs � which Sweet maintains was an a.sse t ra. ther ·than a
hindranee.22 For in spite of the hardships and disadvantages
of the war years, Methodism continued to increase.

At the

first .American Conference in 1773, Virginia reported 100 members
in the Society.23 At the Conference held in May ,, 1779. at the
Broken Back Church in Fluvanna County t Virginia, 23 preachers

were assigned to the 12 Virginia circuits which led in member
ship with 4,507 out of a total or 8,577 in the connection.24

And in the year 1783, when the treaty ending the war was drawn

up, there were 12,117 members south
and only 1 623 north ot it.25

or the I�son and Dixon Line

,.

Leroy l�e expresses the growth of Methodism in America at

this time in these words-:

"1�ven Methodism amidst all these

discouragements spread out her branches ., and when the storm
of war had passed by ,. he� shadow covered a wider circle and

a richer soil than when it commeneedt 26
Among

the »irregularities rt .of Strawbridge and some o:f the

preachers was ad.ministering the sacraments.
22Men of Zeal,
P� 78.
23 Jesse. Lee 21?.• cit.� P• 49.
,.
24sweet• Virginia Methodism, p. 79.
'
.
.
. ire,. 2£" cit.�
25Mc Tye
p. 34.
26teroy Lee, S?.E.• eit.,, p. 100.

Scarcely had
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Methodism been planted in Virginia and Maryland before this

question of the sacraments arose, for at the First Conference

in America in 1773 the people were eYJlorted to attend the
Anglican Church and t.o receive the ordinances there.27
The rapid growth

0£

Methodism south of the Mason and

Dixon Line ,. noted above, was a precipitating factor in the
rise of this eontroversy.28 Jarratt had been a real friend

and coadjutor to the Methodists a.nd had traveled £or miles to
assist the preachers; baptize the members, and administer the

sacrament o.f the Lord ts Supper, but i-Jith the expanding growth

o� Methodism it was impossible for him to meet the needs of
the many societies.29

It must not be forgotten that not a preaoher in Methodism

in America from Asbury on down could administer the Holy
Sacraments, baptize a child, or bury the dead._30 All these

the Methodist people had to seek at the hands of the Anglican

clergy which meant "that by .far the greatest part of them were
destitute of religion .. u.31 For where there were ninety-five

parishes of the Established Church in the 61 counties at the

beginning of the war and ninety-one clergymen, only twe
. nty

eight clergymen survived the storm of war and more than halt
of the parishes were vacant,. 32 Not all the clergymen at this
27Jesse,Lee,

p;g-, cit., P• 47.
2gsweet., Virginia Methodism p. 79.
1
29
eit.,., p. 75; Archibald McRoberts le.ft
1eroy Lee> 0
the Establis ed""church at this time; see,Bennett, p., 59.,
;OBennett, 2£• ,sjj?,., pp., 105-106; McTyeire 1 .2E.• ill.•, p,. 321,
31A Short History of Methodism� p. 48.
3 2Mc Tyeire, .sm,. cit., p. 319, ta�en from Hawks' Narrative

6•

of Events Conn,ected With the Rise and Progress of

Protestant Epfsco1:al Church in Virginia.
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time had returned to England, however, for some

1-1ere

in the

Continental Army as chaplains a.nd surgeons and some had died.33
It is evident that the Anglican elergy generally were

wicked, immoral men, but it is also evident that there were
few, decent or otherwise, within reach
in Virginia.

Hence, this question

or

most

or

the people

or the sacraments arose,

as is apparent. from the needs and desires of the people and
not from any discontented faction.

necessary

nto press the people

The very fact that it was

or Maryland and Virginia"

at

that first Conf�rence to observe the rule would indicate that

here prevailed the strongest feelings and an unwillingness to
abide by the rule.34

The question finally �a.me to a head at the Confe�ence in

Fluvanna County, Virginia, in 1779.

Since the minutes of this

Conference were not published, historians are dependent upon
Philip Gatch's Joyrnal for the details.

It was stated that

the reason for taking up the administration of the ordinances

was "because the Episcopal Establishment is now dissolved and,
therefore, in almost all our circuits the members are without
the ordinanees. n35

A presbytery or committee or preachers was appointed With

the authority to administer the ordinances and to ordain others

by

the laying on

or

hands to do likewise.

For the next year,

1779-1780, the Methodists in Virginia rejoiced to receive the
33aeorge M, Brydon, Virginia's Mother Church, p. 204.
34For a .full account of the whole ordinance controversy
in the light or the times, see Leroy Lee, .2B• _ill .. , pp.
78•86.
35Ibid; See also, Sweet, Virginia Methodism, pp. t!l-83.

34

sacraments from their own preachers who, for the most part,
fell in with this plan.36.

The smaller Conference ·1n Kent County, Delaware, preceded

the Fluvanna Conference.

Circumstances prevented Asbury from

attending the Conference ·1n Virginia;

however, Leroy

Lee does

not think that this lessened its authority in any way. He

believes that in only one respect was its action to be t-egretted;
naraely, tttha:t

it

premature

was

the whole body o:f pl.."'eachers. 11
and discussion

and

and without the

concurrence or

11.'his he contends led to debate

was a violent shock to the unity of Methodism

and also brought. about a. small decrease in the membership of
the church at the close of the

year.37

The Conference met again in two sections in 1780, the

Northern Conference in Baltimore and the Southern at Manakintown
in Powhatan Oo�u1ty.

Philip Gatch and neuben Ellis attended

the Northern Conference a$ messengers £rom the South but re
caived little sympathy t�om the northern preachers.

Finally,

Asbury propOS$d the plan of suspension of the ordinances for
one year, which was

agreed

to by

sid<aa;

both

and

Asbury,

William

Waters ,, and Freeborn Garrett.son were appointed as delegates to
the Southern Conferenee.38
Asbury

says that

Edward Dromgoole

at the Conference which opened on May

afterwards

9,

joined them

where "tthey presented

Wesley's sentiments against separation and the sentiments of
J6Jesse

Lee, .2i• ill•, pp. 69-70.
37Leroy Lee, OJ2• .£!!•, PP• 81•8.3.
38s ee Bennett, Jm• cit. , .for his account of these Con£erences.

the Northern preachers.

They proposed to him that if he

would get the circuits supplied they would desist, but he
says: "This I could not do."39 Two days were spent in

fruitless efforts, but they finally adopted a resolution to
suspend the administration of the ordinances for one year

and in the meantime submit the matter to Wesley tor consider
ation.

After this; they held a love feast and "the people

wept, prayed and talked so tha t the power
powerfully weakened. n40

er

dissent.ion was

Following this Conference, for five months Asbury visited

the Virginia and North Carolina circuits.
in his Journal these words:

On May 23, ha records

nt have laboured to get our

friends well affected to the Episcopal Church.

What oould I

do better, when we had not the ordinances among us.''

A weak

later he writes that he was tempted to go baok north as there

was such commotion in the country and the troops were on their
way to Camden, South Carolina.41 It is believed that Asbury's
visit and conciliatory spirit did much to bring about a final

settlement which was effected at the Conference in 1781, when

it was decided to go back to the old plan and give up the
administration of the ordinances.42

The healing of the breach at the Virginia Conference in

1780 and the final adjustment of this question at the Con

ference in 1781 seem wise; for, as Sweet maintains, if this
39ciark, Potts, Payton, .2.P.• cit., Vol. 1. p .. .349.
40.rbid, P• 350.
4ltbid,
- PP• 350-�83, from May 11, 1780 to Oct. 29, 1780.

42 Gewehr, .2:2• �-, P• 161.

had not been done, a permanent division might have occurred
that. for years would have seriously weakened the influence
or Methodism in America.

It is conceivable, he says, that

one wing might have become a sect, the other a part of the

Episcopal fold.43
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IV

BIRTH AND PROBL"EMS OF THE NEW CHURCH
Certainly, a lack of duly ordained ministers �Ji.th

authority to administer the sacrament.s hastened the break
with the Anglican

Church and aided in the birth of the

Methodist 'Episeopa1 Church in

America.

For the severance

of the American colonies from England and the practical

disappearance of the authority of the Anglican Church almost

made imperative the organization in Ameriea of an independ
ent Methodist Church.

And of all the Protestant faiths w"'ith

ties to the Old World, the Methodists were the first to

adjust themselves to independence and to organize nationally.1

/1.s is well known, this was achieved at the historic Baltimore

Conference in Lovely Lane Church, Baltimore, on December 24,

1784. 2

The t:reaty ending the war had been signed on September

3, 17g3; and on October 3rd of the same year, Wesley had

written to American preachers giving them instructions and

asking them not to reeeive preachers £rom Great Britain or

Ireland without rec�mmendation or receive any who would not
accept Asbury as the General Assistant.3 This seems to

indicate that he was aware of the situation and saw the need
of some adjustment.

1sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 99; Gewehr, p. 159.
cit., pp. 345-353.
�cTyeire, .2.R•
. 3Jesse Lee, A Short History. p. S5.

On September 17, 17g.3, in a letter to Edward Dromgoole

of Virginia, he says: "When the Government of Ameriea is

settled, I believe some of our brethren will be ready to
come over. I cannot advise them to it y$t. n 4 It would appear

that Wesley was troe to this promise as Asbury says that he

wrote to Mr. Wesley following the Virginia Conference that

suspended the administration of the ordinances for one year,

and his answer to this letter was through the coming of Coke,

Whateoat, and Vasey to America in 1784� 5

A most important result of the organization of the

Methodist Episcopal. Church fo.r Virginia Methodism was that
the members 0£ the societies could now in good aonscienee

receive the sacraments from the hands of their own preachers.

Jesse Lee, whom Freeborn Garrettson tailed to get notice to

of the meeting, says; ttThe Methodists were prettty generally

pl�ased at our beooming a church and heartily united together

in the plan whieh the Conference had adopted, and from that
time religi<m greatly revived .. " 6
Espee1ally were the Methodists in Virginia seriously

affected by the rule ¢Oneerning slavery which came out of
this same Conference, 7 so let us eonetder some 0£ the

Methodist beliefs and actions on slavery during these first
fifty years.

As we have seen. the circuit riders took the

gospel to the people, both black and white .,

As noted in the

4sweet, VirS,nia Methodism, P• 97.
'Clark, Potts, Payton, Asbury;' s Journal, Vol. I, p. )78.
6A Short History. etc., p. 107.
7sw�et, Virginia Methodism, P• 105.
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account of the first great revival of Methodism, the doors

were thrown wide open to the blacks and they were readily
received into the societies and olasses ..

It is a most significant faet that e-ven before the

Christmas Conference

in

1784 i a� which time the Methodist

Church in America was born, that there were Negroes who had
been licensed as local preachers. g

The first one was Harry

Hosier, knot-m. as "Black Harry''• who served at various times
as a

traveling

companion of Asbury, Wha.teoa.t, Coke and

Freeborn Garrettson.

In his Journal, Asbury

of references to "Black Harry' s" preaching..

makes a

number

On May 13 , 1781,

he records that Harry, a black man, spoke at Adams Chapel on
the

barren fig

tree and

the people looked

on

that

with

this was a new circumstance and

attention.9

About the close of the

l$th Century, Henry Evans, a freeborn Negro from Virginia, was
licensed.

I-le had found Christ in the Brunswick

revival, and

along with being a shoemaker he preached in that part of the
10
State which was the very center of the slave section.

It seems that Methodism with its warm, zealous t

evangel

ical appeal, its emphasis on experimental religion, its

univer

sal doctrine of free graee and salvation tor all, had a

special appeal for the slaves as compared 'lfrith the formal,
rational presentations of th� Anglican Church and its doctrine

8M.

W. Clair, Jr., fl'fJiethodism and the
ed. W. IC Anderson, p. 24l.
9c1ark, Potts, Payton, �• ill·, Vol.
f .n. 54.
1�o� a full account of his labors and
M. W. Clair, Jr., 11Methodism and the

P• 242.

Negro n in Methodism,
I, pp. 403-413,
influence, see
iJegro", 12.£, cit.,
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of limited. grace.

The great religious faith and hope of the Megro, in

spite of his condition of servitud.e, whieh made him a puzzle

to his white brethren, wa� obtained in a large part from the

Methodist Church. With its great emphasis on the personal

worth and the dignity of the individual, the Methodist Church
"gave the slave the only adjustive technique that he could

use to build within his own soul a sense of his own worth. n 11

The Methodist preachers were, from the beginning, hostile

to the theory and practice o:t slave holding. Wesley himself

However, slavery

could see no basis, legal or natural, for it.

did not exist in England, so there was nothing about it in

his ttGeneral Rules", which also applied to the American Societies.12
The first official Methodist antislavery pronouncement in

America was that adopted at the Baltimore Gonfe�ence in 1780,

which stated that slavery was contrary to laws of God, man, and

nature, and that all preachers holding slaves must promise to
set them free.

However, Leroy Lee says that

it

is probable

that no traveling preacher became possessed of slaves before

1
the year 1780. 3

These Methodist assertions were merely an expression of

the antislavery sentiments and feelings of the times J especially

among tha "Founding Fathers".

Strong antislavery sentiments

were held and on many occasions voiced by such great leaders

of Virginia as Washington, James Madison, Thomas Jefferson and
11Ibid, P• 241.
12Gewehr, .2J2. ill• , pp. 242-243.
1 3teroy Lee, 1t,ife and Times of Jes�e

Le�,

pp.

161-162.
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Patrick Henry, all of whom were slave holders,

Washington,

as is well known, ma.de provision in his will for the freedom
of his slaves on the death of his wife.14 Their forthright

antislavery opinions are believed to have been a major influence
in shaping early Methodist antislavery opinions.15
At the Conference in 1783, a new rule was adopted cover

ing the holding of slaves by the local preachersi stating

that they would try them out another year and at the end of

which time it might be necessary to suspend them.

That this

rule was restricted in its operation f. though specific in its

application to a class in those states in which a.n emancipated
slave might -enjoy freedom, shows, as Leroy Lee points out, a
commendable deference for public opinion.16
Likewise, the Conference of 1784, in its action against

slavery, reveals very clearly the sensitivity and adjustability
of Methodism.

Again Methodism reiterated its opposition to

slavery as contrary to the laws of Qed and proceeded to set

forth an neffeetual method to extirpate this abomination ° ..

A rule was dra�m up stating that every member must within a

period of t\relve months

legally

execute an instrument. to free

all his slaves at a time according to the ages of the slaves
to be freed.

Every assistant, or pe.stor 6 was to keep a. record

of all such transactions and 1£ any failed to comply within

14see B. B. Munford, Virginia's Attitude Toward Slaverx
and Secession, Chs. XIIf and XIV, £or other prominent
antisi.avery'opinions ..
15Virginia Methodism, p. 192.
16see Leroy Lee, oiil. ill•, pp. 16.3-167, for a full dis
cussion of the r es on slavery from these Conferences.
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the allotted time they were to be excluded from the Society.

No one was to be admitted into the Society or to the Lord's

Supper who had not previously eomplied with these rules.

Again the Methodists made exceptions f'or those residing

in states where manumission was prohibit�d by law and the
following was added:

n And respecting our bl:'ethren in Virginia ·

that are concerned, and after due consideration of their
peculiar circumstances, we allow them� zears from the notice

given, to consider the expedience

with these rules."

0£

compliance or non-compliance

Thus, deference is given to the stronger

public opinion which prevailed in Virginia�

Sweet says that another reason for this special

tion of the

Virginia

slave.holding

considera ...

brethren may have been that the number ot

members in Virginia was much great�r than in

any other state• £or when the Federal census was taken in

1790, the first in the United States, there were 292,627 slaves
in Virginia, more than twice the number in any other state.17
Hovrever, Virginia had legalized manumission by an Act passed
in Ma.y, 1782.

Just how many .Methodists manumitted their slaves

under this Aet is not known, but S1tmet gives in full Philip

Gatch •.s Deed of Y.tanumission in 1788 and that of Madau1 Russell,
a sister of Patrick Henry� in the year 1795.18
tle can see why the rules adopted at the Christmas Con-

17sweet, Virginia �.ethodism, p. 193.
18Ibid, pp. 194-195. Act of Manumission quoted in lull
lfeitng, Virsinia,Statute�, 1782, Vol. II, pp. 39�40.
See Gewehr, f' .. n. 71 , for evidences of other slaves
manumitted.
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ference of' 1784 brought .forth strong opposition in Virginia.
in spite of' the special considerations granted.

Mo one,

apparently, did more to bring about this opposition in

Virginia than Bishop Thomas Coke, whom Wesley ordained and
sent to America to be a joint Superintendent with Asbury

over the brethren in North America.

Indeed, the adoption

of the above rules on slavery at the Christmas Conference
are attributable to his influence and activity.19

At the close 0£ this Conference he intended to go to

i1ew York i then to the West Indies and return to Virginia

through the port

0£

Portsmouth; but for some reason,

is not recorded by him or others, he did not.

tmich

Instead he

turned southward after reaching Baltimore and made a preach

ing tour through Virginia.

He preached every day from March

15 to March 31 in the .Anglican Churches. in Methodist Chapels,
in courthouses, and in private homes.

The subject of slavery

fills the largest space in his Journal during this period.

On this tour through Virginia he violently denounced slavery

and exhorted for emancipation, apparently with utter disregard
for the "peculiar circumstances" in Virginia and without find...
ing out the temper of the people.

Consequently, wen he spoke

against slavery at a quarterly meeting in i1artin's barn in

Virginia, he was threatened with mob violence and a high-headed
lady offered the rioters £1.fty pounds if they would give him
one hundred lashes ..

On another occasion a mob eame to meet

him irlth staves and clubs to attack him if he touched on slavery.
19warren A. Candler� Life of Thomas. Coke, p. 76.
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When he went into North Carolina, he was careful not to speak
on it since the laws of the state there forbid any to emanci
pate their slaves�20
At the Conference in Virginia in

llf"La.J 1785, an attempt by

some of the leading men to repeal the slavery rules was pre ...

vented.

Asbury, who was with Coke at this Conference, says:

"I .found the minds of the people greatly agitated with our

rules against slavery and a proposed petition to the General
Assembly £or the emancipation of the blacks.

Colonel ___

and Dr. Coke disputed on the subject and the Colonel used
some threats.

Next day, Brother o•Kelly let fly at them

and

they were made angry enough; we i however ,. came of£ with "t-lhole

bones., n21

It was through the efforts of Coke that the petition

referred to ,�s drawn up at the Virglnia Conference to be

presented to the General Assembly, entreating them to pass a
law for the immediate or gradual emancipation of the slaves,22
The two bishops called on General Washington at Mount

Vernon on May 26, to entreat his signature for their petition.
Washington informed them that he was or their sentiments but
did not see proper to sign

the petition. He agreed to express

his sentiments to the C--enera.l Assembly if the Assembly took
it under eonsi.derat.ion.23

It was during this time of Coke's tour to Virginia follow

ing the Christmas Conference that he and Jesse Lee had their

20Ibid pp. 85�94, from Coke's Journal.
>
21clark, Potts Payton, Asbury's Journal Vol. I, p. 488,
i
'
,.
April 30, 1785.
22candler, .21!• cit., p. 95. See Gewehr, p. 247, r.n. 62,
for counties presenting petitions.
23candler, op • .2ll.�, P• 98.
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disagreement on the slavery issue. Leroy Lee reminds us

that they agreed as to the evil of slavery and differed only

as to the proper measure of remo-..ring it.

Jesse Lee thought

it was ill timed, not to the best interest of the slave and

a hindrance to future emancipation�
deliberate course of aetion.24

He urged a calm, more

Later events would seem to prove him correct.

At the

last of the three Conferences in l?S;, which was held in
Baltimore

on June l, Coke records in his Journal that it wa:s

thought prudent to suspend the rule on slavery because of the
great opposition tha.t had been given it.
ference, Coke sailed for

Europe.

Followi.ng this Con

Although the rule

on slavery

was suspended in less than six months,. its influence upon
Virginia Methodism was for a longer duration.

Coke later

recognized the mistake of his agitation of the slavery issue
as he recorded in his Journal on March l, 1787, these words:

"I now acknowledge that, however just my sentiments may be

coneerning slavery, it was ill judged of me to deliver them
from the pulpit. n2 5
Another result for Virginia Methodism in the birth of

the Methodist Episcopal Church of America was the estrange
ment that came about between

friends.

Devereux Jarratt and his Methodist

This estrangement, it seems; had its roots in the

above slavery issue growing out of the same

Conference.

Jarr.att t s hurt feelings over the separation of the Methodists
24Leroy Lee,

.21?• cit., PP• 169 ... 171.
ill•, p. 82.

25Candler, .QR•
.
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from the Episcopalians might have been quickly assuaged but
for Coke's direct attack upon him as the owner of slaves.
In

his Journal for March 30, 1785, Coke recorded his conver

sation irl.th Jarratt:

"We talked largely on the Minutes con

cerning slavery, but be would not be persuaded.

The secret

is he has twenty-four slaves of his own; but I am afraid he

will do infinite hurt by his opposition to our Rules." 26

The letters from Jarratt to Edward Dromgoole, recently

discovered 1 throw new light on Jarratt•s attitude toward the

Methodists at this time.

A long letter written to Dromgoole,

dated March 22, 1788, would seem to bear out the above con ...

clusion since he discusses Qt length the slavery question and
its relation to him and the Methodists.27 l�roy Lee says also

that most of the complaints that Jarratt made against the
Methodists were made before 17$9.28

Later, Coke, in seeking a reunion of the Methodists and

Episcopalians, wrote Jarratt a "penetential letter".

This

letter helps to explain Jarratt•s changed attitude toward the
Methodists after 1791.29 Jarratt's Christian reply followed
Coke's letter and visit by Coke to Jarratt at his home.30

From the time of the Christmas Conference until the year

1808 the rules on slavery

111ere

greatly modified, as Jesse Lee

states in his summary of these 24 years:

26Ibid, pp. 89-90. Sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 109.
27swet Virginia Methodism, pp. 110-lll; see f.n. 13.
>
2£:\eroy Lee,
.21?.• ill•� P• 394.
29sweet� Virginia Methodism� p. 114.
301eroy Lee, .22• ill_., pp. 392-393, for a copy 0£ the
original letter, published for the first time.

These rules were but short lived, and were offensive
to most of our southern friends ••• However, some part.s
of them have been retained among us; but they have been
cha�ged and altered, until the last general conference
in 1808; at which time the greater pa.rt of the rule about
slavery was abolished, and no part of it retained respect
ing private members. The part retained in our discipline,
only relates at. present to our traveling preachers, and
such other persons as are to be brought forward to official
stations in the church. • • a long experience has taught
us, that the various rules which have been made on this
business have fot been attended with that success which
was expected. 3

Although by the year 1810� the Methodists reported a
2
Negro membership in the United States of 34,724, 3 it seams

evident that the Negro membership in the Virginia Conference

had declined.

Following the session of the Virginia Conference

in 1809, Asbury �rould seem to definitely indieate this.

He

says: We are defrauded of great numbers by the pains that

are taken to keep the blacks from us. Their masters are afraid
of OU!' principles. rt 33 In his reflections in his Journal, he

asks two questions that are most significant: "Would not an

amelioration in the condition and treatment of slaves have

produced more practical good to the poor Africans than any

attempt at their emancipation? What is the personal liberty

of the African, which he rt1ay abuse, to the salvation o.f his
soul, how can it be eompared?n34

It is interesting to note that at the General Conference

of 1808 the s&etions and rule on slavery were left out of one
thousand disciplines prepared for use in the South Carolina

:31A. Short Hj,._storY. p. 102.
32r�ason Crum, The �egro in the Methodist Church t p. 22.
3Jc1ark, Potts, Payton, P.R• ill�, Vol. II, P• 591
(Feb. 1, 1809}.

3½bid.

Conterence.35 At the Conference held in Richmond; Virginia,

in 1Sl2, a charge �-as brought against Asbury for ordaining

a slave; but the case was dropped when they learned that

Asbury had certificates to prove his freedom� 36

However, it does not appear that the Methodist Church

wavered in its opposition to the evil of slavery, for at the

Conference in 1813 Bennett tells us that two appl:l.�ations for

the ministry ·were rejected because the applicants were not

firmly established in their opposition to slavery.

But evidence

to support the prevailing attitude at this time of showing more
concern £or his spiritual welfare and instruction than his

political

.freedom

and v,el.fare is seen in the report

011.

slavery

drawn up by a committee ot: five and adopted at the Virginia
Conference in the same year:

(1} The preachers shall instruct the colored people
in the principles and duties of religion.
(2) To search out and pay particular attention to all
classes or colored people in the bounds of' their stations
and circuits.
(3} If' any member of the M. E, Church be :found guilty
of carrying on directly or indirectly, the trade of sla.ve37
speculation, he or she shall be expelled from the Church.

The General Conference of 1812 had given to each Annual

Conference the right to form its Ol'm regulations relative to

buying and selling slaves; consequently 1 many had made no

efficient rules on the subject, and the people were left to
ac·t as

they pleased.

Others ha.d adopted regulations that

differed considerably in principle and application.JS
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That the church in Virginia remained sensitive to slavery

itself is evident again from a memorial that was presented to

the Virginia Conference in 1816 from members

0£

the ehurch in

Lynchburg, in mich they prayed for some regulations to be
made concerning slavery.

A committee of .f'ive persons was

appointed and the next year made the folloWing report:

That the members of our Church shall not buy or sell
any slave ·where it does not appear to the preaeher having
charge, and the Society, or a Committee appointed by him,
that they are bought and sold for the express purpose of
keeping husbands and wi.ves, parents and children together,
or from principles of humanity. And in every ease of
violation o.f the above rule, such persons shall be dealt
·with according to Discipline, as in other cases of
immorality. 3 ':J
As we have seen, the .fathers of American Methodism were

opposed to slavery, being the only denomination of· the Great

Awakening that placed itsel.f on official record as opposed to
the institution of slavery.40 On the other hand, as Leroy

Lee states: HThey did not define it as an evil and then
denounce all connected with it as sinners.

Hatred for the

master was not the proof they furnished of love for the slave. n 4l

They had respect for the legal obstacles in the way of emanci
pation and were careful to consider the civil regulations by

adapting the rules of Methodism to the existing circumstances

by

providing exceptions as in the ease of Virginia.

"the

present

position of the

Megro

Even today,

in the Methodist Church is

the result of an adjustive technique developed in the light

of our

understanding to enable us to £it into America's social

39J3ennett, OE• cit., PP• 607, 641.
0
4 Gewehr, .2J!., ill•, p. 249.

4lt eroy Lee, .2E. ill. , p • 174.
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pattern and serve."42

Therefore, I believe that the fact that Methodism in

these early days was sensitive to the prevailing opinions

and conditions of the times and sought to a.d\just herself

within the framework

0£

existing social and civil regula

tions contributed greatly to her remarkable success and
growth� especially in Virginia and the South.

42M. W, Clair, Jr.• •tMethod:tsm e.nd the Negro", lee. cit.,
P• 249.
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V

THE SECOND GREAT AWAKENING
The newly organized Methodist Episcopal Church was in

its infancy when a second great revival or awakening swept

over Virginia, and when it was over the Methodists had pene

trated into every part of the state.

This was not an isolated

revival for it was part of a larger movement which simultane

ously affected the Baptists and Presbyterians as well as the
Methodists.1
Jesse Lee says it exceeded anything that had been known

before, and an account of the work was published and spread
all over the United States.2 Leroy Lee also believes that this

revival f-or surpassed the revival of·-1776 in stretch of its

influence, the power of its workings, and the number of converts.3
It began in July, 1787, and continued throughout the year.

Again this revival t like that of 1776 ) was centered in the

Piedmont region of Virginia, where the most "remarkable work
of all r, was again in the Brunswick and Sussex Circuits.

These

two circuits and the Amelia Circuit, which made up the Rev.

James O'Kelly's district, had the greatest revival of religion

of anywhere in the state, with a gain of 2,029 whites and 817
colored.

In these circuits the meetings often continued for hours

and nsometimes all night".

At a quarterly meeting held at

1Gewehr, The Great Awakening� p. 167,
2Jesse Lee, A S�ort History, pp. 133-134,
)For descriptions given of revival scenes, see Leroy Lee ,
Life and Times of Jesse Lee, pp. 204-210. Jesse Lee, A
Shar:-t Histo1:-;x, pp. !29-l.34.·

-
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inbry•s Chapel on the Brunswick Circuit; which lasted for two

days ,, the power of God was manifested in an extraordinary way.

Some thousands attended, hundreds were awakened, and a hundred
or more souls were converted.

At Jones t Chapel in Sussex County, just three days later,

there was ttmore of the divine presence than any other that

had been known before".

'When the preachers were within half'

a raile of the chapel they could hear the people shouting and
praising God.

The .fla.me of love and holy zeal spread among

the people which caused them to break out in loud praises to
God.

"Scores of both white and black people fell to the earth, n

so overwhelmed ·were they by the presence and power of' God ..

Philip Cox, who was stationed on the Sussex Circuit while

the revival was in progress, apparently describes the same

quarterly meeting.

He says there were at least 5,000 present

on the first day and twice this number on the second day.

gives evidence which proves that these emotional manifesta

He

tions and conversion experiences were not confined to the
so-called ncommon people tt for he says:

nHere were many o.f

first quality in the country, wallowine in the dust with their
silks and broadcloths, powdered heads, rings and ruffles, and

some of them so convulsed that they could neither speak nor
stir."4 Jesse Lee also describes similar scenes among the

wealthy, both men and women.

The work was not limited to meetings £or preaching, for

at prayer meetings and in class meetings many found peace for
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their souls.

Lee says tha't often the people in their corn

fields, white and black� and sometimes both tocether

would begin to sing and to pray and would continue their
cries till scmo of them would find peace to their souls.

Of all the great souls who labored in the harvest of

this revival, Cox, O'Kelly, Bruce, Hope, Hull and others 1 5

there seems to be no one who surpassed the miraculous labor

of John Easter.

Historians agree as to the power and success

of this man, and Bennett calls him nthe most powerful horta
tory prea.cher of his d.a.y." His word was like a sharp sword,

his appeals irresistible, yet unlettered and almost rude in
speech, he spoke with authority and power.

And it was not

unusual ttfor scores and hundreds to fall do\'m in the pangs

of sudden and power.ful conviction., 06

Leroy Lee believes that the strong faith and astonishing

success of John Easter are .far more surprising than any

recorded in the days of the Son of Man.

He speaks of "many

who came to the house of God, careless and scoffing, returned,
clothed and in their right minds with new .joy in their hearts

and a new pathway for their feet�"?

Bennett tells of the tirae that Easter was holding a meet�

ing in the forest where hundreds of people had gathered to

hear him.

As the throng of people listened to the words of

this man in silence, suddenly there was a rushing sound all
5Bennett, �emorials of, Methodism in Virgini�, p. 242.
6For an account of John Easter's conversion his life
t
and labors, see Ibid, pp. 170.178.
. .2E.• cit., p. 207,
7 Leroy Lee,

above and around as �fa mighty wind, but there was no storm
and not a twig or leaf was stirring.

The horses broke from

their fastenings and rushed wildly through the woods, and

men and women trembling fell to the ground.

The effects of

this display of God's power among the awestruck multitude

added hundreds to the church.

lllany were brought to God under his ministry, among them

two of the brightest lights in Methodism, William McKendree

and Enoch George.

.McKendree lived within t-he bounds of the

Brunswick Circuit• where he was brought under the power and
influence of this great evangelist.

The first twelve years

of I�cKendree ts ministry were in Virginia, his first circuit

being Mecklenburg.

For eight years he served as leader of

those great pioneer preachers who planted Methodism in the

West.

For twenty-seven years he served as Bishop of the

Methodist Church, the f-irst Virginian and native American to
hold this honored of'fice.8
Enoch George was a native of the Northern Neck of

Virginia, whose .family was nominally religious .and claimed
connection with the Established Church.

Rebuked by his father

for his criticism of Methodist preachers :. he was led to seek
the truth for himself.

This he learned under the powerful

exhortations of John Easter.

Enoch George entered the

itineraey the same year as Daniel Hall, another great light

who contributed much to the planting of Methodism in Virginia,9
8For
see
9For
see

a full account of �foKendree is conversion and labors,
Bennett, 2£• ill•, pp. 260-268.
an account of Enoch George's conversion and labors,
Ibid, PP- 2$2-289�
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and rose to

the

high office of Bishop in the year 1816. 10

A conversion during this revival which was of great

significance to Methodism in western Virginia was that of
General Russell and his wife, a sister of Pa.trick Henry.

Mrs. Russell was converted under the preaching of' John

Tunnell, and her influence led to the conversion of her
husband and many others.11 Asbury records in his Journal

many times that he visited in their home.
to Jesse Lee,

i..,-as

John Lee� a brother

also converted during this revival and

began immediately to exhort and hold meetings.

His zeal and
that of others like him did much to spread the revival.12
In �..arch of 1?8e, Jesse Lee, then on the Baltimore Cir

cuit, made a visit to Virginia where he was a joyful witness

of the good effects of this revival spirit.

He found £ew,

he says, either men or women, boys or girls, but would pray

when called upon and often without being asked.

He also

tells of his own preaching on March 30 at Petersburg where

the power of God was manifested in a wonderful way.

Young

and old were on their knees praying together and there were
cries and groans throughout the house.

nsuch a powerful meet

ing, he says, I have not seen for a long time, and blessed be
God, :t net only saw it but I .felt it also. n1 3
1

The total in new members reported in 1788 from all con

ferences was 11;481, with 4,761 from Virginia and Kentucky.
10sweet, Virginia Methodism, P• 123.
11

Bennett, 2E.•
Th.omas Ware •

ill. ;

pp. 269-271 � from the Memoirs of

12Gewehr, p. 172, from Life of John Lee, by Jesse Lee.
1
3teroy Lee 1 21!• ill•, �p. 208 ... 210.
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The reviv,als this year were more extensive though not as
g1'"eat as in 1787 •14

Like the awakening in 1776, this Second Awakening began

in the Piedmont Region, and from here spread over most 0£ the

State.

Leroy Lee says that in its commencement, progress, and

effects, it was extraordinary.

He summa:r.izes- it thus:

It was brought about by no array of effort, nor by
the ooneentration upon any one point of extra ministerial
labors. Every ministe� was a revivalist and found full
employment in his own peculiar field of toil. The work
eonnnenced at the ordinary meetings .for preaching a.nd when
the minister passed on to his regular circui� appointment, 1
the work was continued at tha prayer meetings of the laity. 5

14
. Jesse Lee, SE• ill•, pp. 136-139.
15teroy Lee, _sm ., _ill .. , P• 205.
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VI

SIGNS OF

GiO\'/TH

As �ethodism sought to keep pace with and adjust itself

to its phenominal growth, problems naturally arose and certain
changes became necessary.

Let us return to the years immediately after the birth

of the church and note this growth, especially in Virginia.

In the year 1785* there were fifty-two circuits or Methodism

with twelve of them in Virginia and twenty-five preachers.,
One new

circu.i t, Lancaster,

of the Northern Neck�

was

added,

v-.thich

embraced

the whole

Joseph Everett, a powerful evangelist

and pioneer preacher, was appointed to this circuit.

Bennett

says that he may well be called "the father of Methodism in
that port.ion of Virg:tnia." 1

The year 1786 was a prosperous one with the Virginia

The work revived in general and in some places
souls were gathered in by scores.2 No new cireuit t1as added
societies.

in Virginia, but the total membership was recorded this year
in detail.

From Virginia 1 3�965 white members and 379 colored
were reported .. 3 This year might well be said to mark the
beginning of the missionary outreaeh ot American Methodism.

James Haw and Benjamin Ogden went to Kentucky; and the Virginia
Conference sent out Thomas Humphries and John Major, whose

missionary labors in Georgia proved a blessing to thousands.4
1Bennett, Memorials of Metpodism in Virginia, pp. 226-228.
2Jesse Lee• A Short Hist.<;>r,z;, p,. 123 •
3 Bennett, 9.J2.• �., P• 233.
4Jesse Lee, .21?.• cit.> Pw 12;.

The growth of Methodism in Virginia in 1787 and l?t8,

the years of the greatest revival spirit, have already been

In the year 1789, there was an increase of 5,911
members,5 with the increase in Virginia being a little above
2,000.6 There were fourteen new circuits with two of them
in Virginia, Greensville.and Botetourt.7 There was also an
noted.

increase in preachers to meet the needs of the expanding work.
At this time Virginia was composed of two districts; namely 1

the South District of Virginia.» which included fourteen circuits,

and the North District, which reached from the Alleghany Moun...
tains to the Chesapeake Bay, embracing six circuits.8 The

Presiding Elder of the South District was_ James o•Kelly, and
of the North District. Philip Bruee.9 They made their rounds
over these vast districts every three months.

The quarterly

meetings over which they presided were occasions or great

interest and blessings to the people who came from a distance
or 400 or· 500 miles.10
For the first time the name

or

presiding elder appears in

the Minutes in the year 1789, but not until the General Con

ference of 1792 was the office regularly established and the
duties clearly defined,.11 Although the title \tr&S not used for
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the elders eleeted at the Christmas Conference, apparently it

was understood that they were to loeate near groups of

societies or circuits and were to have general oversight of

the work.

Jesse Lee says that in the year 1785 the form of

the minutes of con.ference was changed� and all the �lders,

directed to take the oversight of several circuits, were set

to the right hand of a bracket, which enclosed all the eir•
euits and preache�s of which he wa.s to take oharge.

In the

absence of the superintendent > the elder had the directing

of all the preachers who were en�osed in the bracket against

12
which his name was set.

From this, it seems that the idea

of.' this o.ffice was an essential part of the episcopacy from
the very beginning.

But a doubt had arisen now as to the extent of their powers

and whether a bishop should appoint or remove them.

Heretofore,

they had been sent to their designations without respect to

time.

0'Kelly had traveled in the same distriot ever since he

began preaching, and it is supposed that the disadvantages he

had experienced led to the limitations that were imposed on
the offioe at the Con£erence.1) It was decided by the General

Conference that the presiding elders should aontinue to be

nchosen, stationed and changed by the bishoptt, but a new rule

was added that an elder should not preside in the same district

more than tour suoce$sive years and his general duties clearly
stated.14
12A Short History, ete., PP• 119-120.
1�cTyeire, .QE• cit., p. 407 •
14rbid; Jesse Lee, _sm. cit., p. 1$3.
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The clarification of the p1:•esiding elder' s place

powers was

and

a. great step forward in the eff'iciont and thorough

organization of Methodism as an Episcopal Church.

Certainly

by the above two rules, the unity of Methodism was more finnly
established.

As McTyeire states, the presiding elder was a

sort of diocesan bishop and without him the itinerant system
would have been impracticable on such an expansive scale.15
It was in the year 1789 that another change in the

government of Methodism took place which, like the above
change, grew out of the needs

or

the Church.

Legislation

could only be effected by the action of all groups or sittings

that constituted a Conference, with the Upper House, which was

the Baltimore Conference through the year 1787, having the
final confirmation.

16

As

and more small conferences

Methodism grew and expanded, more

were

needed.

In the year

1789,

there were eleven conferences, with two in Virginia, and in
1790 there were fourteen in all.17 One can readily see the

need for some type of central organization to give directions +
To meet this need, Je$se Lee and other leaders favored the

calling

of

1
a General Conference. 8

Even \·resley .favored a

General Conference, but as a result of Asbury's insistence

the plan for a Council to be composed of the bishops and

presiding elders was finally ratified by the Conferences
15 A Histor:y f �tpodism,
d
PP• 407, 4,0o.
P ..
16
· DuBose, Life
' . of" Asbur:z, p . ., 14€�.

17 Jesse. Lee, 2.R• cit., pp. 141, 159�
18 Ibid,
P• 159 ..
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The Council i-ras to serve as a directing agency to consider

all matters for the good of the Church.

Nothing was

binding in a district, however,·until ua.greed upon by a

majority o.f the Conf'e:rence held .for that district."

Jesse

Lee objected to this, seeing that it would lead to disorder
and confusion; so when the Council first met in Baltimore in

1789; he wrote them a letter stating his objeetions.20

There were two Conferences in Virginia in 1790, and at

the first one at Lane's Chapel in Sussex County, the idea of

the Council was "turned out of doors."

This action, it is

believed, wits brought about by the influence of James O'Kelly.21

◊'Kelly's biographer says that here began the first open cold
ness between Asbury and 0 1 Kelly.22
James O'Kelly, in the

established opinion of his biographer

and at least one Methodist h1storia.n il was of

Irish birth, 2 3

though the earliest Methodist historians st1ppose that he was
born in Mecklenburg County, Virginia.

It is believed

by these

same historians that he began preaohing about the middle of

the Revolutionary War; but more :recent evidence, by writers of

his own church, say that he was ordained in 1775 and preaohed
in Virginia and North Carolina for about three years before

his name

is mentioned in the minutes of. the Methodist Conference

19nuBose, on+ ait.t pp. 148, 149.
20.
.
.;;..r;.
A Short
History,
pp. 150, 15S.

21Bennett, .2:e• cit., pp. 2$0, 281 ,.
22w. E. MacClenny ,, The Li�e of Rev. James o•KellX,
23:rbid, P• 1); McTyeire, p. 415.

p. 63.
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at Leesburg in 1778.24 Apparently 1 he was well known and
occupied a position of high rank in Methodism very e.arly,

as he was one of the thirteen selected by the Christmas Con

ference of l7t4 for an Elder.

From this time until his with

drawal from the Methodist Church he was presiding elder, as
noted previously, of the South District of Virginia.25 The

remarkable growth and spread ot Methodism in his district

has already been observed.

As a member of the first Council, 0'Kelly appeared to

be in favor of the plan, but on returning to Virginia he spoke
out in opposition to it and used his influence with the

preaehers to defeat it, as stated above, at the Virginia Con

ference in 1790.

The supposition regarding this action is that

he was disappointed in not receiving a promotion when the first
Council met. 26 His biographer claims that he saw that it did

not agree with the l�ew Testament plan and would not fulfill the

mission intended £or it, and so returned home to work against

That he ,.,as ambitious he does not deny; but claims that
his ambition was £or a free, untrammeled chureh.27 At any rate,
it.

he continued to write and agitate for more freedom and democracy.
While Asbury was attending a quarterly meeting in Brunswick,

he says that he received a letter from James o•Kelly who 17makes
heavy complaints of my power and bids me stop for one year or

Bennett, op. cit .. ,

192.

he roust use his influence against me. 0 2a Opposition to the

Council, which Asbury favored, became his favorit0 hobby, and

he continued to

in the minds

magnify

the power of

Asbury

and to build up

or many that an ecclesiastical tyranny

2
up in the Church •. 9

was

growing

However, as one authority points out,

Asbury's control o:f.' the preachers and their

appointments

was

the main element in the grou'th of Methodism and he could not

have exercised such control without the charge of tyranny.)O
In 1791 Coke had come to America, as has been

supposed,

to put an end to the Council and to call a General Conference.

However, 0 1 Kelly had written letters to him the past year which

apparently caused him to change his mind and brought about a

temporary alienation between him and Asbury.

proceeded from Georgia, in

their

The two bishops

joint superintende·ncy of the

Conferences, to Virginia where three were held.31

A peak in

church membership was reached this year both in Virginia and
throughout the church.

Virginia reported a membership 0£

17,203, which included 3,827 colored.

It was during their

journey between the Hanover and Alexandria Conferences that
word crone to them of the death of John Wesley. 3 2 !.mmediately
Coke left for Dalt:i.nlore, and after several weeks secured
28ciark, Potts, Payton, -2£• cit., Vol. I, P• 619.
(Jan. 12, 1790).

29

Bennett,

.2.12• ill,.,

PP• 317, 318.

30clark, Potts, Payton, Vol. I, xiv (Introduction@ by
Elmer T. Clark} •
1
3 DuBose, .9.E.• cit,q p. 15.3;. Candler, �• �., p. 162.
2
3 sweet, Virgin,ia Me:thod:l.sm, p. 125.

passage to London.33

In the meantime, Asbury consented to a General Conference.

The Council. had been a failure and had proven exceedingly dis

agreeable to the greater part of the b:tethren j both preachers

and people.

And so, when the General Conference convened in

1792, all were tta.gree:ably disappointed" when no attempt was

made to revive it.34

�lo doubt the defeat of the Council, which was really a

triumph for OtKelly; spurred him on to present his favorite
sehente.

He proposed an amendment to give the preachers the

right to appeal from the decision of the Bishop in their

appointments to the Conference* and with the approval 0£ this

body the Bishop would be ordered to change the appointments.

At tirst it appeared that O'Kelly's proposal would pass, but

after debating the issue for three days it was de:feated by a
large majority.35
This ,,

1-Je

can see, would have destroyed the itinerant

system of Methodism..

In r•ejeeting the proposal of O'Kelly.

the Conference s.ettled the appointing power

or the episeopacy

upon a firm basis that enabled it to withstand the opposition
of later years and to remain until the present da.y� 36 Thus ,.

both actions of the Conference of 1792 did much to strengthen
the episcopacy and the itinerancy of Methodism.
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As a result o:f the rejection of his proposal, 0'Kelly

•withdrew from the Methodist Episcopal Church, taking with
him two promising

Rice Haggard.

young Virginians, William McKendree and

It was not long, though, before !1IcKendree was

won back to the Church and became Asbury• s traveling com

panion. 37 Rice Haggard, Jesse tee tells us, was the only one
who went of:£ wi.th O•Kelly who continued to travei. 3 8
It is apparent, as claimed by O'Kelly•s biographer t

that this was a schism brought about by difference in govern
mental Views rather than doctrinai.39 McTyeire, the Methodist
historian, established this same

conclusion: nThe trouble was

governmental, not doctrinal, and in the later adjustments of

Episcopal Methodism, occasion eould hardly be found £or its
recurrence. n 40

However, some of the early Methodist historians, Jesse Lee,

Bennett, and Leroy Lee, do attribute to OtKelly unsound doc

trinal views.· Thes$ same historians do not claim that he with ...

drew from the Methodist,s because ot: these views, but rather
they seem to think that. this heresy
cause

or doctrinal error was the

of the failure of the QtKelly plans. 41

His biographer ably refutes their a.eeusation and says

that no historian has ever produced real evidence to substan37Bennett, op. �., p. 321.
3gA Short Histor1
J pp. 202, 203.
l9P.it. acClenny; 2J?. -ill•
, p. 224.
40A History of Methodism, p. 415.
41Leroy Lee, .212• ill•, pp. 286, _ 287; Bennett,

_sm. ill•,
pp. 331-332; Jesse Lee, .2Jl• ill,, PP• 201-205.
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tiate the eharge.42 This again is in accord w�th McTyeire's

Viewpoint: n:tmpartial history requires us to say we find

no eVidenoe

0£

the heresy alleged against James o•Kelly--that

he was unsound on the Trinity and hastened his seeession for
fear of being brought to tria1.n 43 It may well have been that
this accusation

of

his Unitarian views and denial 0£ the

Trinity was circulated as a truth among the preachers from
a remark made to Jesse Lee by an anonymous preacher at the

Baltimore Conference in 1792.44

Whereas OtKelly and his followers withdrew, other men

like Nicholas Snethen, who were even more

persistent and

determined in spirit, remained within the Church "to force the

modification of its policy into more complete conformity to
the democratic spirit of the New World.u 45 Here 1s a positive
result upon Methodism of the first real diVision within the

Ameriean Church.

Jesse Lee t s remark

to

one of the preachers at the

Con

ference that O'Kelly would not remain quiet £or long but

would try to be head of some party, proved eorreet.

o' Kelly

and his followers, who denounced all forms of church govern
and

took as their rule the New Testament, called themselves
46 It is easy to understand their
"Republican Methodiststt .

ment

4�1acClenny t .212• cit •• Ch. XVIII.
43A History of Methodism, p. 415.

4�acClenny, .2.:2• ill•, p. 214.
45J .. Minton Batten t noivisions in Amerioan Methodism",

p. 53, in Method�sm, ed., w. K. Anderson.
6
4 Jesse Lee, SR• .2.ll•, p. 203.
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choice

0£

title for their new church when we recall the

political climate

0£

that day in Virginia• where republican

principles were very popular.

As Jesse Lee says:

tt]:t was
considered advantageous to a man to be a republican."47 In

1801� however, when Republicanism was on the wane in Virginia,
they assumed the name of the Christian Ghurch,,48
There is no denying the truth that the 0 1 Kelly schism

became a fact in the history of Methodism, especially in

Virginia.

The question of the ordinances and ef slavery had

greatly agitated Virginia Methodism, as we have eeen i but a

real severing from the Church had been avoided.
schism especially sowed the seeds

parts of the State.
and

threw

or discord in tbe southern

In some places it took off whole societies

others into confusion.

Brother was turned against

brother and one Christian friend against another ..
says:

The otKelly

Jesse Lee

"It was enough to make the saints of God weep between

the porch and the altar, and that both day and night, to see

how the Lord•s flock was carried away captive by that division. n49
The party appeared to prosper in making proselytes £or

two or three years; however, Leroy Lee does not believe there
is any authority £or the opinion that the loss of Methodism

in these years of st�ife was to any considerable extent the
gain of the new party .. 50 Nevertheless. Methodism suffered
His.tory, p. 203 •..
Leroy Lee, .2J:!.• cit., p .. 285.
49A Short �is�orx� pp. 204, 205.
50Li£e and Times of Jesse Lee, p. 275,.

��A Short
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to a great &Jrtent in loss of membership which it is believed

resulted from this dissention and division.

Sweet summarizes

the decline thus: "In 1793 the total Virginia membership

had been 17,605, in 1799 it was 13,288, white and colored, or
a net loss of 4,317 over a period of six years.51

Though the O'Kelly schism was a serious division at first,

it proved to be only a temporary setback £or the Church.

In

fact, the 0'Kelly movement finally split into numerous splinter
groups i '2 and one authority says that when the .Methodists

numbered ten million souls the O'Kellyites had grown not at
all and had barely been able to survive.53
the

While the Church was suffering from these divisions in

eastern part of the State,

it

was extending

its

boundaries

in the west where in some plaees there were extraordinary mani

festations of the Spirit.

Even two small Conferences were held

west of the Blue Ridge in 1794, one in Botetourt and the other
near Winchester. 54 Botetourt had been added as a eircui t in
1789 and reported a membership of 470 just three years later.55
As Methodism grew and extended its boundaries westward,

it became necessary to fix definite boundaries.

In 1796 the

work was consolidated into six conferences, each with its own
51sweet, Vi�ginia Methodism, p. 13452targest part 0£ his followers in Virginia and North
Carolina united in 1930 with the Congregationalists
to form Congregational Christian Church. See, l.J2!!!,
f'.n- 22.
53c1ark, Potts, Payton, .21!• cit., Vol. I, xi (Introduc
tion by Elmer T. Clark).
;i._,
,.Bennett, _2,2. _ill., pp. 337, 338.
55sweet, VirSnia Methodism, p. 135.
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Annual Conference.

The Virginia Conference embraced all

that part of the State south of the Rappahannock River.and

all of North Carolina north of the.Cape Fear River, as well

as the eircuits whieh were located in the branches of the

Yadkin,.

In addition, it also included two circuits west of

the Blue Ridge.

Northern Neck and Northern-Virginia became

a part of the Baltimore Conference and �he Eastern Shore was
included in the Philadelphia Conference.56
It was at this time that Asbu:ry's health began to fail

and many despaired of his life.

In the £a11·or 1797, Asbury

wrote to Jesse Lee, who was at this time stationed in New

England, and requested him to
himo

travel

on his appointments ·with

Lee accompanied him to the Conferences at Deep Creek,

Baltimore, and at tane•s Chapel

in

Virginia,

care of all the business of the Bishop

ing the .preaehers.,

where

except

he took

that of station

The preachers of' the Virginia

requested him ttto stop traveling for a season''.

Conference

Finding his

health growing worse, he at last consented and directed Lee
to continue south without him to 57

He spent the winter and spring visiting with his friends

in Virginia...

A good part o:r the time he was in the home of

his close friend, Edward Dromgoole, where in April, 1798, he
attended the Virginia Conference held at Dromgoole• s

Chapel.

His health eVidently improved while in Virginia, for on

June

2, 1798, he wrote in his J-ournal that he had little expectation
56sweet, Virginia Methodism, pp. 135-136.
57Jesse Lee, .212• �-, pp. 251, 252.
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in April last o:r living until that day.

He speaks of having

had a drink the day before made of bard cider, nails, snake

root, wormwood, and £ennel seed.

oz

He makes frequent mention
drinking this concoct-ion for his health.58
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CHANGES

AND GROWTH

OF

VII

EARLY 19TH

CEffl'URY

Sometime previous to the meeting of the General Con

ference of 1600, Bishop Asbury, still weak and feeble in

body and mind, had made known to the preachers his intention
to resign. Whereupon the Conference entreated him to con

tinue his services nas far as his strength would permit" and

proceeded to elect by ballot a bishop who would be on equal

footing with him.

After the first ballot, the choice lay

between Jesse tee and Whateoat.

On the second ballot there

was a. tie vote, but on the third day Whatcoat received a
majority of four votes and was duly elected.1 sweet says

that Lee was undoubtedly the more capable of the two, but

Whateoat had endeared himself to all the preachers by bis

devotion and humility and was also one
and sent to America by John Wesley.2

0£

the three ordained

However, the selection of Whatcoat is regarded by

writers as a mistake.'

$0100

Coke was now in England t sc there was

a need for one who could really lift the burden of labors

from Asbury's shoulders.
was ealled

to rest.

After six years of service, Whatcoa.t

Therefor�,

at the General Conference of

lE!OS, William McKendree was eleeted to the episcopacy, being

the first Virginian as well. as native American elected to
1 Jesse Lee� A Sho,rt History, ete., pp, 26.$, 266.
2Vtrginia Methodism; p. 143.
3nuBose, frflnc,is As:t,ur1, pp. 179-180.
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this of£ice.4 Besides serving in the Virginia circuits for

twelve years, he had served .for eight years in the Kentucky

District as presiding elder.

It is believed that his

experiences during these years did much to develop his

character and ability as a leader and made him a most fortu

nate selection

for the episcopacy at this time.$ Asbury re

joiced in McKendree' s choice and comments in his .Journal:

0 The

burden is now borne by two pairs of shoulders instead of one;
the care is cast upon two hearts a.nd

heads. n 6

The Methodist Church of America was now nearly a quarter
of a century old.

During these years as Methodism grew and

e:,..,1)anded i it had sought to ad.just itself within its new en
vironment in 'the New World and had become truly "American!?.

One writer says, nMethodism was the mo�t American thing in
all Ameriea."7 The time had arrived, then, in 1808 to establish
the permanency of the American Church by putting it on a firm
constitutional basis like the New Tiepublic of America,

Thus

the constitution, which tdth slight alterations is still in
form, was .formulated and adopted.

One of the mai11 provisions

was for a representative government through a delegated General
Conference with not more than one delegate £or eve�y five mem
bers of each Annual Conference.�

lifJicTyeire, A Histor;t: of Method:i.sm, pp ,. 510, 514 ..
5Ibid, pp. 4$1�505, gives a full account of his early
life and labors; Sweet, Virginia Methodism, pp. 147-lML
6c1ark, Potts, Payton, Vol. II, p. ;70.
7DuRose, 212• ill•, p. · 205,
8rbid, pp. 205�207.
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Again we can see that this plan was another step in

the adjustment and preservation of the unity of American

Methodism and of its policy to the democratic way or lif'e,

for at this time the American Church had about 500 traveling
preachers ministering to 140,000 Viethodist people throughout
the nation.

That great Virginian, Jesse Lee, had long before

seen the need of a delegated General Conference as has been

noted.

It is evident that the constitution developed out of

necessity and experience and was a natural answer to the
history and expansion of Methodism.9

The turn of the century brought to Virginia Methodism

a return of the revival spirit., that had almost disappeared

·with the O'Kelly Schism, and also the innovation of the camp

meeting.

Bennett tells us that the year 1800 was ushered in

with revivals tthroughout the territory of Methodism and that
Virginia shared largely in this gracious visitation"

This

year, Virginia was favored with the appointment of Jesse Lee

to one of its largest and most important districts, Norfolk., 10
The flame of the revival continued and in even the southern

parts of Virginia where Virginia Methodism had felt the great...
est effects ef the o•Kelly division and discord, "the Lord

was pleased to pour out His Spirit upon the people. n11
'

'

Two remarkable revivals were conducted by Lee in the

year 1802: one a� Mabryts Chapel in Greensville County, the

9Ibid, p .. 223; Sweet, Virginia Methodism, pp. 145, 146.

10Bennett.� MemoriaJ-s of Methodism in :V:,irg_inia, pp. 387 ...391.
11Jesse Lee, .Q.E.• cit., P• 283.
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other at a quarterly meeting at Jones' Chapel in Susse,c ..

At the latter meeting, which continued un�il sunset on the

Sabbath, sixteen souls were converted, the work being also

among the·blacke ..

On the Sussex Circuit ,. more than one

hundred were converted in six weeks..

Every district and

almost every circuit in the State shared in this blessed
work.12

In Rockingham County the people were so aroused and con

cerned for the things of the Spirit that tor a period of nine

days almost all secular business was suspended and the people

·went in cror.lds to the house

0£

God.

Bishop Asbury, Nicholas

Snethen, and Enoch George, on a tour through the Valley, were

witnesses as well as participants in this demonstration of

power • . When they passed on, the circuit preacher took over.

So great was the power and work of the Spirit at this meeting
that a young man of: talents, birth, and education, who pro

fessed to be an avawed infidel t was gloriously brought under
God•s power and afterwards became a minister.1)

Great was the harvest or this revival spirit, for Bennett

tells us that in these first two years there was an increase

of more than 3,000 1 and that a .fair estimate

0£

the gain for

the entire State would be more than S,000, since a large por
tion of the State was within the Maryland Conference.14

The ea.mp meeting was introduced into Virginia. in the year
12Ibid, P� 2g5; Bennett, PP� )95�409, from Lee's Journal.
13Bennett, .22• ill•> pp • .396, 397.
11"Ibid, p. 409,.
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1803, and soon the �eVivalistio spirit and camp meeting fervor
were merged into one.

The first meeting of' this kind was in

Brunswick County, and the meeting house; Jesse tee tells us,
was named "Camp Meeting House" that

it

might be remembered in

the future as the place where the first camp meeting
in that part of the world..

wa.$

held

During the three days, there

were

about thirty souls who experienced a change of heart.

The

. s econd such meeting was also held in the same county at a meet
ing house called the "Barn" where about a hundred souls were
converted.

Often the quarterly meeting turned into a reVival

or a sort of eamp meeting.

Lee describes several such meet

ings, one at Rockingham, Shepherdstown and Leesburg.

At the

latter place the quarterly meeting began on Saturday, and on

Monday and Tuesday the preachers went to the homes where crowds
gathered to sing and pray together,

the

meeting lasted for

sixteen

During one of these nights

hours and fifteen were conv�rted.,

At a quarterly meeting on Winchester Circuit, which continued.

for four days as a sort of eamp meeting, "the Lord was eminently

present" and from forty to fifty persons were converted.

In

Front Royal the work also broke out in a glorious way and many
souls were brought to God. 15

Camp meetings continued in Virginia. and became very popular.

However, camp meetings did not originate here, but in Kentucky

and under the reVivalistic preaching of James Mccready, a
Presbyterian preaeher.16 Nevertheless, it was recognized as
lSJesse Lee, .2.l?• ill•, pp. 289....29.3.
16sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 161.
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mainly a Methodist institution, and by 1805 the Methodists
had adopted this revival weapon as their own.• 17 However,

these meetings were never authorized by the i'!ethodists 1 either

by the General or Annual Con.ferences, or any rules or regUla...
tions passed concerning them; they were simply allowed and
the preachers could conduct them in any way they saw fit¥18
The year 1804 proved to be a most fruitful one as the

holy zeal spread.

Quarterly meetings and camp meetings t1ere

marked by extraordinary displays of Divine po,-rer.

At meetings

in Greenbrier and Botetourt Counties, within the spaee o� a

few months, three or four hundred souls were brought into the
Kingdom of God�19

In the latter part or summer or early autumn t a ea.mp meet

ing was held near the tm:m 0£ Suffolk� \mere God's power and

presence were wonderfully evident.

The meeting lasted for

four days, with little intermission, in which time nearly
four hundred trere converted to C-od-

"'!'he accounts from that

meeting," says Jesse Lee, "appear to be incredible to those

who \v--ere not preeent, but those who were eye and ear ·witnesses
think it was too great to be sufficiently described.20 Among

the converts at this meeting were the Allens, Yarboroughs, and

Woodleys, families who beeame shining lights in the annals of

Methodism ..

The flame went out from this meeting te surrounding

17see Chas. A. Johnson, The Fron.tier Camp Me�tin�� for
a thorough study,.
18Jesse Lee describes a typical camp meeting scene in
A Short History, PP• 360•.363.
19

Ibid, p • ,302 •

20Ibid, pp. J02, 303.
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circuits and hundreds of converts from Norfolk, Portsmouth,

Princess Anne, Isle of Wight and other places r.erowded the
gates of Zion�"21

One of the most important leaders of the Virginia eamp

meetings was

Stith

Mead from Bedford County, whose i:arents

were members of the Episcopal Ohuroh.

Bennett says of him:

"Methodism has had few laborers more faithful and efficient
than Stith Mead.

Without being a great, he was always a

successful preacher."

He was admitted on trial at the

Virginia Conference of 1792 and served tor seven years.

Then he was transferred to Georgia where he was an efficient
organizer

0£

camp meetings, at whieh thousands were converted.22

In the year 1804 Mead was in Virginia and was especially

active in camp meetings

in

Bedford, Amherst, and Campbell

Counties, the first bald in that part of Virginia, where

in the co�se of six months nearly twelve hundred were con

verted and eight hundred and fifty added to the church.

was also the founder of Methodism in Lynchburg, where

He

religion had made little progress until the reVival of 1804

broke out.

members.

Here

Mead organized a society of

With the help

or

over on0

hundred

Lorenzo Dow, who was also in

V:irginia this year on his way to the South, Mead and his

infant society raised money to begin the ereotion of a brick

building of worship in the town

0£

Lynchburg, which for a
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long time was the site of the £irst Methodist Church.2J

Lorenzo Dow was born in Connecticut in 1777 and began

h1s ministcy under the direction of Jesse tee and his co.
laborers in New England.

Because of his eccentricities,

however. he was discharged by Lee.

Later ho became an in

dependent evangelist but continued to labor with the regular

Methodist itinerants.

Dow's physical appearance, as well as

his odd manners and habits of preaching, greatly attracted
the attention of the people and proved well suited to the

times of the open camp meeting.

Bennett says of him:

"Per� �

haps no man was ever more vividly remembered by the masses
of people than Lorenzo Dow. 024

In 1$05 Dow returned to Virginia and labored with great

success in various parts o:r the State.

Mead i-ras back in

Virginia this same year, having been appointed presiding elder
of the Richmond District.

It is believed that Stith Mead i�s

responsible for Dow t s return to Virginia since he arranged a
series of meetings for him in the Richmond District.

Apparently

Mead had a great deal of ccmtidenee in the work of this

eeeentriegenius, :for in a letter to Dow dated Feb .. 4, 1806,
he i-n-ote :

Many stubborn infidels will praise God in time

0

and eternity that they ever heard the sound of your voice ,..n2 5
Mead is especially remembered £or his great work with

the prisoners in the Virginia Penitentiary.

A letter sent by

23ibid, pp. 450...455; Jesse Lee, p. 30.3,
2½.-or a full sketch of his life and character see fid,
pp. 456-471; also Dictionaryof American Bior..rap ""
Vol. V 1 P• 410.
25sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 166. Quotation in
Complete Works of Lorenzo Dow, Vol,. I, p. 193.
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one

of

the prisoners� Moses Jackson, to the

Virginia

Con

ference of 1809 tells of this remarkable revival.among these
unfortunates of which there were forty-eight confessed conversions, among them seven Negroes. 26
In the spring of the year

H!ll,

a great revival spirit

began in Pittsylvania County under his preaching.

It con

tinued through the summer and scores of souls were claimed

The year 1813 is also filled With interesting

for God.

accounts of Mead• s revivals. and eamp meetings.

At Piney Branch

Chapel in Amelia, there was a glorious revival and many souls
converted.

At a camp meeting

at

Ford ts in Dinwiddie County,

there were twenty-seven conversions; at another in Rocky Oak,
in Powhatan County, twenty-..six found pardon tor their sins ..

On the 8th o.f August; Mead preached at a new chapel, Cellar

Greek,

near Brother Royals

tion mostly of

in Nottoway County, to a congrega

the nobility

where

"several of the first

.families o:f fo:rtune and respeetabilityn obtained religion and
2
joined the ahurch. 7 Truly; Stith Mead deserves to be ealled
"the father of the Virginia camp meetingn.28
Among those who continued to labor and spread the flame
revival and camp meeting spiri't in Virginia was John

of

the

of

Stith

Early, also a native c>f Bed.ford County and a spiritual child
Mead,

Though his pa.rents were people of

social position, he joined the Methodists.

wealth

and

His first work

2 6tetter in full quoted in Bennett ..21?• .£!!l•, pp.
>
54-9-553.
27Ibid, pp.. 569, 594, 595 from Mead' s Journal.
1
28sweet, �irQ.nia Methodism; p. 169.
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was among the slaves of the large estate of Thomas Jefferson,

many of whom he instructed and led to Christ.

In 1806 he

became a regular Methodist itinerant, and through the nearly

sixty years of his labors he filled many offices in his chu!'ch,

including that o.f Bishop.

He was undoubtedly a zealous, per...

suasive preacher whose labors were greatly blessed of the Lord.

In Greensville County he received five hundred members into the

church, and at a famous camp meeting at Prospect, Prince Edward

County, it is believed that within seven days about one thousand
persons professed conversion.29
Though the entire State seems to have shared in the croup

meetings and revivals of the first decade

or

the nineteenth

century, there seems to be no reeerd of a eamp meeting or grea�

revival within the capital eity, Richmond.

As early as 1784�

Richmond had appeared in the list of pastoral appointnients, J O

but until 1799 it was included in the Hanover and Williamsburg
Circuits .. 31 uThe capital of Virginia", Bennett says, "was an

unkindly soil :tor Methodism in the early times of our chureh. n32
After a quarter of a century of Methodism in Virginia, there

were no mere than twenty Methodists in the city and no meeting
house.

In the year 1799 the .firet meeting house was built

on the corner of: Franklin and Nineteenth Streets ..

Coke, who

had been allowed to preach there on order of the governor 1

preached in the County Court House. the first place of worship.
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They were forced to abandon this place ,, hot<fever, because of'

disturbing the quiet and good order of the neighborhood by

their loud singing and shouting.

¥.trs. Parrott, who was one

of the first families to settle in Richmond and a zealous

member of the society, fitted up a sort of barn or storehouse
in the rear of her home as a place of worship.

Here McKendree,
Coke and others preached and found a hospitable resting place.33
Through the years, then, there had been a slow growth of

Methodism in Richmond, but from the above .facts it does not

seem strange that the first time the Virginia Conference met

here was in 1812, some forty years after the planting 0£

Methodism in Virginia.

At this Conference the membership for

the city, including the two churches, was only 256 whites and
47 colored.34 On the other hand, marked progress was shown

for the rest of the State during the first decade o:f the
century.

Truly, the camp meeting had proven to be "Methodist

harvest time", .for in 1799 Virginia•s membership was 10�520

whites and 2,312 colored, while in 1812 there were 19,157
whites and 6,275 colored members.35 There was a slight de
crease, however, this year over the previous year, which

Asbury ma.inly attributed to the great emigrations westward
from Old Virginia to the ttNew Virginia n , 36 then western

Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky.

33sennett, .s?.R.• .£.!1·, PP• .'.372-376; see also the article
Uf-iethodism in Richmond for One Hundred Years", by A. G.
Brown, in A Hundred Years of Richmond r�thodism, ed.
E. L. Pell, pp. 25...$5. ·'
34Bennett, Em.• ill·, p. 575.
35�, PP• 368, 572.
J6Ibid; see Clark, Potts 0 Payton, Vol. II, p. 694 (Feb.
I"o;-1812).

VIII
LIGHTS

OUT

With Wesley's death in 1791 the American Church t s last

tie with the Old World, its personal attachment to its
founder, John Wesley, was severed.1 Coke had returned to

England, and now had to bear the burdens of John Wesley as
head of British Methodism.

His labors were eon.fined more

and more to the English Conference, especially as head of

the foreign missionary work, and less and less to the work
of the Methodist Episcopal Church in America.2

Hence, Asbury wa.s left alone with the tremendous job of

superintending Methodism in America.

Coke did return to

preside over the General Conference in 1800, and returned
also for the General Conference of 1$04.

To the latter Con

ference he presented letters from the Irish and British Con

ferences £or his return to them, to which the American Con

ference agreed ..

It was Coke's last visit to J\merica.,.

On

itay 3, 1814, Thomas Coke died and was buried at sea while on

his way with six missionaries to establish a Methodist mission
in Ceylon.

Coke visited Virginia on each of his nine trips to America

from 1784 to 1603.

His £irst visit to America, from November

3, 1784, to June 2, 1785, was his longest and most important,

1 Swe t
e , R�ligion in the, .D.evelopment ,of ,Americap, Cul,ture,
p. 6 2.
2For the follovd.ng facts of' Coke's life and service, see
Candler•s Life �f Coke, pp. 43� 182-204, 393. Sweet,
�ini:3- Methodism, pp. 158-15�-
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Since he was an ordained clergyman in the Church of England,
his lea.dership in the predominantly Anglican colonies of

Maryland and Virginia gave to Methodism a special significance

and standing that it would not otherwise have had.

Therefore,

he contributed much to the growth of the American Church

during its first twenty-.four years, although his stand on

the slavery question brought unf'ortunate consequences upon

Virginia Methodism.

�"hen the news of Coke's death reached Asbury many months

after it occurred ,. he wrote to his memory these words:

"Thom.as

Coke ,. of the third branch of Oxonian Methodists ) as a minister

of Christ in zeal� in labors and in service, the greatest man
of the last century. n3

In October of the next yeax, 1815, Asbury attended his

last Conference, the Tennes.see Conference,
laid down the episcopal

o££ice.

a.t which time he

On December

7 he made his

last entry in his Journal, and on December 20 turned northward

with the one hope of making it to the General Conference in
Baltimore the f'ollowing May ..
18.

He arrived in Richmond on March

On the following Sunday, he was carried from his carriage

into the Old Methodist Church on Franklin Street where, seated

in a chair upon the table 1rrlthin the chancel; he preached with

fervor £or nearly an hour.

Due to the severity of the weather and bis failing strength,

he and his faithful companion, John Wesley Bond, were forced
to seek rest and lodging in the house
3nuaose, Life_ of Asburz, p. 230.

or

an old friend, George

Arnold, who lived about twenty miles south of Fredericksburg ..
Here he breathed his last on Sunday the 31st of Mareh, 1a16.
He was buried with simple ceremony in the family burying

ground of' his host and friend, though his body was later moved

and £inally, in 1854, was laid to rest in Mount Olivet Cemetery,

Baltimore"4 When the General Conference of 1816 met in

Baltimore, the members in solemn silence listened to the read..

ing or the valedictory address of their venerable leader which

he had prepared for the Conference early in his journey north

ward.5

With the exception of the years 1778 and 1779, when he

was in exile in Delaware, one can see from his Journal that

he was in Virginia during eaeh year from his first appointment
to Norfolk in 1775 to his death in Virginia in 1816.6 One
authority says:

"Asbury spent more time in Virginia than in
any o'ther state."7
No native Virginian could read in his Journal of his

travels and stay in the Old Dominion; his descriptions and

remarks on the Virginia weather; his names

or families, chapels,

bridges, rivers, and other places known and familiar to many
today, without a feeling of nostalgic pride ..

Though he traveled.

the entire State, he spent mueh of his time �rith friends in
the Piedmont region ..

He also made frequent visits to Warm

4For an account of Asbury's last days, see Ibid, pp.
236....239; Bennett, .2:£• cit., pp .. 610-616.
5Bennett, on. cit.i p. 636.
.z....
6 Clark., Potts Payton, Vol$.
I, II, Asbun;ts, Journa;t,
1
� mssim.
7Ibid, Vol. III > ,The Le�ters or Francis Asburx, viii
(Introduction by J. Manning Potts).

Sulphur Springs £or his health�

Perhaps no historian can properly evaluate the influence

and spirit of this great leader upon Methodism in Virginia

and .America, but one biographer .feels that the Commonwealths

of Virginia, Maryland, the Carolinas, Georgia, Ohio, Kentucky.

and TenneE:lsee owe him a secular as well as spiritual recogni•
tion.

He summarizes his influence in these words:

"The circuit

of his power and influence is to the ends of our history. n8
f

In the death of Asbury, Jesse Lee ffelt as if a friend

had been smitten doi-m by his side. n Though he differed some

times with him concerning the organization and administration

of his church, as has been noted• he nevertheless held the
character of this great man in the highest regaro.9 Little
did

he realize, perhaps, that the end ttas so near for him.

Six months later, on September 12, 1816� he too died and was

laid to rest in the cemetery of Mount Olivet Church, Baltimore.
Sweet says that after Francis Asbury, Jesse Lee stands

out most prominently in the first fifty years 0£ American
Methodist history ,, 10 so let us briefly sketch his life and
service to Methodism.11

He was born in Prince George County, Virginia, and served

as a local preacher before he entered the itineraney in 17e3,

being the first native Virginian to enter the-Methodist ministry.
8nuBose, .2£ ._ cit., pp .. 7, 240.
9teroy Lee, �ife and Times 0£ Jesse I,.ee, · p. 497; Minton
,Thrift, Memoirs o? Rev .. Jesse Le19, PP• :336...3)8.
10virginia· i-4.ethodism, p. 157.
11The writer or this narrative as used Leroy Lee, .2E.• cit.,
,,
et passim; See also Dictionary of American Bioaaphit ·
Vol. XI, pp. 112-114,

He was first assigned to a circuit in North Carolina, but
after a few weeks be was sent to Amelia and later to the

Sussex Circuit.

During his stay in Virginia, the Church

was not only edified but multiplied by his labors.

In 1788

he was again in Virginia end participated somewhat in the
great revival that was in progress.

The next year he was

appointed to a eircuit in Connecticut from which be carried
the gospel into every New England state during a period of

about ten years, becoming the "great apostle of Methodism
in New England .. "

In the latter part of the year 1797 until

his ttsubstitute"'.

In 1801 he 't'las appointed presiding elder

1799, as noted before t Lee traveled with Asbury and became
of the South District or Norfolk District ..

From this time until a few years before his death in·

1816 we find him ·writing his book, A Short 1{istory of the

Methodists in, the �nited St�tes, of America, which was pub
lished in 1810.

This was the first history of r.fethodism

and has been an invaluable service to Methodism.

From 1S09 to 1815, he served as Chaplain of the Congress,

from which he resigned because of opposition to a Methodist
minister engaging in secular work.

While serving as Chaplain,

he continued his preaching and writing,.

In 1$12 he was

stationed on the Richmond Circuit where; in addition to his

regular duties, he labored to promote the spiritual interest
of the conviets in the Penitentiary.

i·ras in

His last appointment

Annapolis, Maryland, and his last sermon was on the

text "But grow in grace".

The marble slab over his grav$

gives a most appropriate description

life; tta man

0£

or his

own spiritual

ardent zeal and great ability » whose ''labours

were abundantly owned of God. n12

In the death of these great leaders, especially of Asbury

and her own Jesse Lee, Virginia Methodism suffered a great

loss.

The !lame

these first

0£

Methodism that had grown so bright through

fifty years began to fade, and £or the ne:ltt decade

and a half Virginia Methodism showed no signs of unusual

gro'!r.rtb and no longer was the Virginia Conference the largest

1
in the South. 3

IX
WHY THIS PMENOMINAL SPIRIT AND GROWTH?
Certainly M<3thodism cannot claim, nor does it, to be

the "firstn evangelical group to become established in Virginia

or the first group to usher in the great spiritual awakening

in Virginia in the eighteenth century.

Indeed, Methodism in

Virginia is greatly indebted to the other evangelical groups,

Presbyterian and Baptist, who largely paved the way tor the
Methodist awakening on the eve of the revolution.1 And yet,
once planted on Virginia soil her gro'trlth was phenominal and

enabled the Methodist Episcopal Church in America to early
secure the largest membership of any American Chureh.2

In seeking to account for this ta.et, one must realize the

advantage Methodism had over the other evangelical faiths in

being recognized as a legitimate movement within the Anglican
Church even by those who disagreed with her method

0£

preaching. 3

In the year 1607 the Anglican Church was established in Virginia

by law and was not disestablished until after American independ�

ence had been aehieved.4 As we have noted in this narrative,

Methodism began in America as a movement within the Anglican

Church and flourished especially in Virginia and Maryland where
Anglicanism was the strongest.5
1Gewehr, �e Great Awakenin,g, p. 1)7 � passim.
2sweet, Men of Zeal, p. 200.
3Brydon, Virginia's MQther Church, ete. 1 Vol. II, p. 200.
4sweet. Virginia Meth8dism p. 1.
1
5ror reasons for this expansion, see Sweet ) Men of Zeal,
pp. 19-25; also Sireet, Virgi�ia Methodi,srn, pp. 44, 45 ..

A well known historian of the Episcopal Church tells us

that even though the Methodist preachers were all unordained
lay preachers and itinerants and never applied to the courts
to be licensed, or registered their preaching points, that

there were no arrests and apparently no effort.was ma.de by
church or civil authorities to repress them.

Only once does

there seem to be any reference to disturbances or Qpposition

by a mob.

He attributes this lack of arrests and persecution

to the attitude of the Methodist preachers, which generally

was to make no attack upon the beliefs of others while the

Bapti$ts attacked all ferm.s of religion other than their own.6
We have seen how the Anglican priest, Devereux Jarratt,

helped in preparing the soil for the early growth
in Virginia t

0£

Methodism

On t.he other hand, the separation of the Methodists

from the Episcopalians in i7g4 was also a significant fact in

Methodist history.

It gave to Methodism a larger opportunity

of developing an organization more suitable to the American

needs and enabled Methodism to become more useful as a moral
and religious foree in America.7
Attention has been called, especially in regard to the

slavery question, to the way in which Methodism sought to

adjust herself within the framework of the existing social

and civil regulations in Virginia and how this contributed to
her remarkable growth and spirit.8 But there are other more
6Brydon, .Q.E.• ill.•, Vol. II, p. 200; For account of
incident, see Bennett, pp. 58-59.
7Sweet, Men of Zeal, p. 47.
8Ante,
PP• 40-50.
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definite £eatures of ?oothodism which, Gewehr9 points out

and others which I believe, account for its great appeal

over that of the other evangelical groups and ma.de it the

evangelical faith best suited to the times and needs
people in Virginia.

or

the

One of the most outstanding features of Methodism was

its adoption of the itinerant system oi spreading the gospel,

and it remains so today.

The itinerant system, devised by

John Wesley in England and introduced into America by Francis

Asbury, was especially adapted and suited to the needs of

this new country where settlements w·ere scattered and far

between.

We have seen how some of these early unofficial represen•

tatives of Methodism in America, Robert Williams and Strawbridge,

started the itinerant system in Virginia because they did not
confine their labors within the confines

0£

Norfolk or Leesburg.

Of course, it is to Asbury, who had been an itinerant in

England, that American Methodism owes the itinerancy.

Asbury

burned with itinerant zeal and was the first of the preachers
in America to form and regularly travel a circuit.10 Robert
Williams, we will recall, established the fi�st circuit in

Virginia, the Brunswick Circuit t in the year 1774.

nAs ye go, preachtt was the command of Christ to his dis

ciples. as he sent them forth in the world.

And it became the

law of life of these early Methodist preachers, for preaching
9The Great Awakening, pp. 162-167�
10DuBose, �ire of Asb!!f.I, p. 50.
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and traveling were the total of each day's history.11

Their

£aith.f'ulness became so well known that on a stormy day the

saying "there is nothing out today but crows and Methodist
preachers" became proverbial.12 fypieal of their labors is

the ministry of their leader t Asbury, who is believed to have

traveled more than 200,000 miles, to have preached approximately

16,000 sermons f and to have ordained 4,000 ministers, more than
any other man in the history 0£ Christianity.13
Not only as they went their rounds in their circuits,
usually a period or four to six weeks,14 but also as they
traveled from one city or place to another, they preached

wherever an opportunity presented itself.

In barns, under the

trees. in the fields, on courthouse steps, in theaters, or in

the parlors of the homes, with zeal and power they preached

the Word.

The homes in which they stayed often became the

"meeting house" where the people of the community gathered
in the "parlor", the best room in the home.

Here they would

sing the hymns of Charles Wesley, share their religious ex

periences; make fervent prayers to Almighty God, and listen

to the reading and preaching of God's Word.

From these places

circuit riders and people alike went forth to scatter the seed.
That the Bishop could send his preachers wherever he

chose and the man best suited to a particular place meant much

to the success of Methodism.

For instance, Robert Williams,

11 Leroy Lee, Life of Jesse Lee p. 336 •.
1
12Charles A. Johnson The Frontier Camp Meeting. e�c.,
1
p. 151,.
1 :3nuBose, 912.. _m.. , p. 2)9; Sweet t Virgipia Methodism,
p .. 157.
14Jesse Lee .2£• £!!., P• 51.
>
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whom Jarratt described as a ttplain 1 simple ..hearted, pious man» 1 5
and whose gi.fts Pilmoor felt would be most useful to country
people,16 was assigned to Petersburg in 1773. Perhaps no one
eould have been sent who would have made a greater appeal to
these plain, simple,. frugal ,, country folk of the Piedmont

region than Williams with bis simple, yet zealous preaching.17

Moreover, the circuit system kept the churches constantly

supplied �n.th ministers.

�Jere

In the beginning frequent changes

made which gave the people a varied ministry.

ference in

At the Con

1775, Jesse Lee says that the preachers ."saw that it

would be best for themselves and for all to have frequent

changes of gifts and of congregations n , so it was decided that
some would change in three months and some in six months.18
Thus, the itinerancy enabled Methodism to keep pace with the

expanding religious needs of the country and to become a vast

missionary system.

Along with the itinerancy appeared another unique feature,

the system of lay or "local" preachers.

Some of these lay

preachers became regular traveling preachers, while others
remained lay preachers in their home communities.

These men,

who most often had little formal learning but were filled with

zeal and earnestness, served the Church with diligence, without

remuneration, and in a most remarkable way assisted and carried
on the work

0£

the regular itinerant preacher.

Frequently they

15Autobiography, P• 107.
16Sweet, Men ·.of Zeal, p. 80.
17For a good description of these people, see Jarratt's
Autobio&;:aEhI 4 PP• 13-15.
HJ,A Short History� p. 52.
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were the pioneers of the Church in new communities; for

instance, Francis Clark and John Durham, from Virginia,
founded the first Methodist classes in Kentucky.19 After

the minister had passed on to his regular appointments, as

previously noted in the descriptions of the revivals in

Virginia, the laity would hold prayer meetings that were
often just as effective in the winning of souls as the

regular preaching services.

Just as the highly centralized government i organized

under the directing power of the Bishops and Gonferences t

together �dth the itinerant and laity systems of spreading
the gospel made for a stronger, more flexible system than

that of the ether denominations, so did the local organization

of the Methodists make for another unique contribution.

As societies were formed, they were divided into classes

and bands in which the members would be held to sstrict account

ability.

There were strict rules for the classes which the

class leaders, who were appointed and removed by

were required to enforce.

·the

itinerants,

There were about twelve in every

class and the members were admitted by tickets issued quarterly

by the preacher.

Whereas the bands were even smaller groups,

all men or all women, all married or all single.

These were

really confession groups where members confessed their faults,

their sins, their temptations, and prayed for spiritual strength
to overcome their weaknesses.

Each person was encouraged to

19sweet, Th$ Story of Religion in America, p. 136.
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speak everything in his heart without disguise or reserve.20
This emancipation of the laity from the bondage of

silence and from non-participation in the worship has never

been fully appreciated, one writer believes, even by Methodist
historians.21 And this freedom of each member to express him

self freely in the Methodist classes and bands was a thing
wholly lacking in the old Established Chureh.22 Another author
describes the class meeting as "one o.r the most significant

social inventions of modern Christianity", for "it became the

nurturing center of leadership among the capable poor. n23

Many of the lecal preachers, as well as those in the itinerancy

like Jesse Lee i received their training .first as a elass leader.
'l�e primary purpose of the class meeting; however, was to

strengthen the new converts in the right way that they might

not fall by the wayside.

One authority believes that this

function of the Methodist class meeting accounts for the remark
able success of Wesley's labors in England and those or his

followers in America., and cites the lael< of such as the main

reason why the labors of Whitef'ield soon disappeared from the

American continent.

For in his estimation the Methodist class

20see Jesse Lee, A Short HistorI, pp. J0-37, for rules
and duties of classes and bands. ffThe band rules were
continued in the Methodist Discipline in America till
. the year 1g54n, Mc'fyeire, 22• cit., p .. 200.
21Henry E. Johnson, "The Social and Revival Meetings of
Methodism", in A Hundred Years
of Richznond
'
' ' · Methodism,
·'" ·
ed. E. L. Pell ; p.

220 •

22 Gewehr, p. 190.
. 0
23walter G. Muelder, "Methodism's Contribution to Social
Ref<>rm", in Methodism, ed. W. K. Anderson, p. 196.
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meeting and itinerant ministry were her "towers of strengthn.24
It is apparent that through the years no more effective

means tor the ea.re of converts has been devised.

The General

Board of Evangelism of the Methodist Church in America, meet
ing in North Carolina in June, 1961, decided to promote the

.forming ·within the local churches

or similar groups called

"The Twelve *' ; which is really a. recrudescence of the old Wesley

class meeting.

The two primary purposes of these groups will

be to deepen the spiritual life of those who mee� and
for Christ.25

to

witness

The theology or beliefs of Methodism also had a broader

appeal and were more democratic than those

or

Arminianlsm or the universal redemption

all true believers,

Presbyterians, or Anglicans.

the Baptists,

The Methodists believed in
0£

in contrast to the doctrine of predestination held by the

Presbyterians or the milder Calvinistic views held by the

Baptists and even the Anglicans.

This belie£ in universal

redemption and salvation tor all placed everyone on an equal

basis, fer in the sight of God all men are sinners and all men
are of infinite worth,.

Hence, theological or domatic require

ments were not necessary for admission into the societies.

The only requirement was that the person ndesire to £lee :from
the wrath to come, and to be saved from his sins".26 In keep24see article VI, "The Wesleyan Class Meetingu, by J. P.
in Southern Methodist Review, Vol. III, Oct. 1849, p.
575 !!. seg,.
25Editorial in Vi:rginia Methodist Advoeatsa, July 20, 1961;
also news. story, P•- EJ.
26Jesse Lee, 21?.• cit., P• 30.
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ing with this desire for salvation. he must observe eerta1n

rules of conduet.

The main condition emphasized was a right

heart and on this basis the societies were open to all alike,

while the Baptists and Presbyterians held to closed communion
and excluded from their sacraments all who did not adhere to
certain doctrinal demands.

Leray Lee claims that even Jarratt, the Anglican priest

and friend of Methodism, was a moderate Calvinist grounded in
the doctrine of "imputed righteousness" which forms no part

or the Methodist doctrine of free grace and righteousness by

faith.

Thus, as Methodism became more prevalent in Virginia,

the Calvinism of Jarratt was brought into disrepute.

This,

he believes was one of the t"easens why Jarratt was so critical

of Methodism in the letters he wrote to Coleman, which Coleman
published as Jarratt's J\utobioaa:ehx.27

Trulf; ?.f.ethodismts stress upon the worth of every individ

ual, black or white ,. rich or poor; the freedom et all to

express themselves and develop their individual gifts; the

Arminian appeal that Christ died to save all men, each soul

being of equal value in the sight of God, were revolutionary
ideas in American life.

One ·writer says: ''While its enthusiasm

and passion caught the interest e;f the poorer classes, its
ethic was capable of acceptance by the more well to do."

In

this way 1 he maintains� Methodism was able to make her journey
in.o
t soe:i.a
. l reform. 28
2

7Leroy Lee, !?J!• ill•, pp. 388-394.
28t-lalter G. lV"ruelder, · "Methodism's Contribution to
Social Re.form n , loc. �,, p. 193.
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These revolutionary ideas were also the very essence of

democracy, for as anether writer ably expresses it! "Methodism

brought to birth an individual religious consciousness which
is the basis of equality and the foundation of manlinessn.29
And this was largely accomplished through the band and class

meetings in which democratic influences were operating upon
the members.

As Sweet points out also, the Methodists preached a

democratic gospel while they were under a monarchial ferm of
government, while the Baptists and Presbyterians had a more

democratic gevernment but preached a monarchial gospel.30

This, I believe to be a most significant fact in the growth

and influence of Methodism in Virginia and to be one of the

most important reasons why Jv".1.ethodism had its greatest growth
in the Piedmont region of Virginia.

For here a society had

grown up completely out of sympathy with the people of the

aristocratic Tidewater region t a society in which no dominant
social caste existed and in which there were little refine

ments e£ wealth, a society opposed to privilege and inequality
in Church or State.31
With its itinerant system and democratic gospel Methodism

was able to follow the .frontier, the most democratic part o;f
the State and country.

As it did, it became a power£ul moral

29aenry E, Johnsen, "Social and Revival Meetings of
cit.) p. 22 ..
loc. Methodism", 30Sweet, The Story of Reli�ion in America, p. 319.

31For a complete picture of the s�ciety in this region,

see Thomas P. Abernethy� Three Virginia
'"' Frontiers, Ch .•
II.
II; also Gewehr, .2.12.� cit.�

en.
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force and exerted a real influence upon the social structure
that helped to shape the government of the State and Nation.

In true Methodist fashion, "it took Goats Word in hand and

gave it to the people and in this way sought to lift citizen

ship to the high standard of that divine idea which is embodied
in the truth that 'righteousness exalteth a nationttr. 3 2 For

the Methodist preacher sought to create the best social con

ditions by regenerating the individual rather than by tamper
ing with the legislative assemblies.

General Robert E. Lee

once said that no political party could be found that would

attempt to override the verdict of the Methodist Church upon
a distinctly moral issue.33
Another feature peculiar to Methodism was its hymnody,

which was born in its o�m revival.

For the Methodist movement

in England in the eighteenth century was to a great extent a
singing movement.34 Even the «historians* most or them not

Methodists, agree that Methodism could never have become what

it did without its then unique and still unparalleled hym.nGdyn.35
Sineing hymns was a natural and necessary part of every

Methodist meeting.

Most often it was through the singing of

a hymn that the early pioneers of Methodism in America attracted
32w� C. Starr, "The Influence of Methodism in the History
of the American Republic", in A Hundred Years of
Richmond Methodism, ed. E. L. Pell, p. ib!.
33 Ibid J PP• l?O, 171.
34sweet, Relis!on in the DeveloP!Jlent of Amer�c:an Cultur�,
p. 1.54.
35Rcbert G. McCutchan, "A Singing Churchn; in Methodism,
ed. VJ.,. K. Anderson, p. 149.
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a crowd.

We will recall how Robert Williams when he was

in Norfolk, Virginia, in 1772, first gathered a congregation

about him by singing.

At the Christmas Conference in 1784 an official hymnbook

was adopted, and the ministers were told to «choose such

hymns as were proper- for the eongregation n and to "let them
6 The hymnbook of Methodism was no
learn our tunes firetn. 3

doubt an invaluable creed because the hymns of Charles Wesley
The early Methodists, as one

"Were written out of experience.

writer aptly expresses > "were a singing people because they

were joyous and singing about a religion which was personaln.3?
In the hymns of Charles Wesley can be noted the frequent

use or pronouns of the first person t as seen in the great hymn
that has been called ·the "keynote of Methodism n :
0 for a thousand tongues to sing
![,I great Redeemer's praise,
Master and m,: iod,
Mx gracious
Assist� to proclaim3
♦

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

One can well imagine the effect that the singing of' these great

hymns had in ereating and developing the evangelical, revival
istie spirit during these early days

or Methodism

Later, the camp meetings produced their

in Virginia.

Ol'-m sGng books.

of the most popular of these was Stith Mead's

One

Hmns and.

Spiritual Son�s published in Richmond in 1$05,39
·t • p. 104 ,
· .£!._.
�- .21?.•
36�vesse �e,
C
.37Robert G., !Jic utchan� "A Singing Churcb 1f ,
P• 152 ..

38Ibid,

P• 13

39sweet, Virginia Methodism, p. 163.

�-

cit.,
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One writer accounts £or the remarkable growth of

Methodism in these words: tt.

• There was a personal,

experimental note in it all that was infectious, an evangel
ical fervor that made 0ut of even the denunciation of sin

an invitation to fellowship in the happiness of right living

And they not only preached and lived
this gospel: they sang it".40

by the grace of God.

Perhaps no feature of Methodism deserves more emphasis

than the use of the press in the printing and distribution

of books, tracts, sermons, and other literature in which they
surpassed all other denominations in the State of Virginia.

This gave Methodism a decided advantage over the other denom

inations and became, as Gewehr points out, a factor of increas
ing importance in the educational uplift of the masses.

Even

the Baptist historian, Leland, at the close of the second

great Methodist revival in Virginia, said:

"They exceeded

all societies in the state in spreading their books and tenets
among the people. n 41
From the very beginning of Methodism, use has been made

of the printed word.

Wesley himself recognized the importance

0£ the printing and distributing of cheap literature.

It is

knewn that Wesley sent a supply of books to Samuel Davies, a

great minister of the New Light Presbyterians of the Hanover

Presbytery, to be distributed among the Negroes and the poor
40Luther A. Weigle, Amer,,,i,can Idealism, Vol. 10,
·

The Pa�eant of America, p. 149.

41aewehr,

,ge .. .£.!!•, p .. 162.
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whites in Virginia.

Sweet gives in full a. letter from

Davies to tlesley, dated January 24, 1757, in which Davies

states that he had distributed the books that he sent
among the Negroes and poor whites .. 42 Wha knows but what
the distribution of Wesley's literature, as well as the

zealous evangelical preaching of Davies, sowed the seed

that accounts for the great Methodist work which fellowed
in the Hanover Circuit?

It was Robert Williams, that great pioneer of i'alethodism

in Virginia, who first made use of the press as an aid to

the spread �f Scriptural holiness.

Sometime prior to the

first Conference in 1773, he had "reprinted many of Mr.

Wesley's books and had spread them through the country to
the great advantage of religion".

He.waver, at this Confer

ence a rule was passed prohibiting the printing of Wesley 1 s

books and pamphlets without his consent and that of the
preachers in this country.43 The idea behind this was that

the profits arising from their sale shauld be a denoznina.tion
concern.

Thus the "Book Coneern tt , set up in 1789 and headed

by John Dickens, grew out

or this. 44 This �as the forerunner

of the Methodist Publishing House i whtch is the oldest and

probably the largest publishing house in America if not in
the 11orld. 45
The use of the press along with the itinerant system

42Sweet, Jirginia. Methodism, pp. 35, 3.
6
43.Jesse
· Lee,
d
.
oe. cit., p, 4o.
44Leroy Lee, off• cit.� p. 57; For ��eteh of Dickens'
life see M • • Moore ) .212• eit., pp. 106-llS.
45sweet, Y1;,I:'[g;inia Methodif:>nt, p. 15; •.
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proved a powerful factor in the spread of the gospel for
it was incumbent upon every circuit rider to distribute

books, tracts and sermons.

And Jesse Lee says:

"This

literature opened the way in many places for our preachers

to be invited to preach where they had never been before."46
In this way, Methodism was able to reach into thousands 0£

homes, giving the people new light and understanding of the
new birth and of salvation.4-7
Perhaps no historian can properly determine the power

and effectiveness of the circuit rider, not only as a preacher

but also as a teacher.

In many homes he was the only teacher

as the neighbors ef the community gathered in some hom� in

winter time or under the shade of a tree in summer and listened
te

him

preach and teach them in �he way or truth.

He carried

with him a library of intorm.ation which he had gained from
private study and personal observation.

Frequent changes in

the preachers naturally b�ought new ideas and items of infor
mation to the people.48

ThQugh the Methodists, like the Baptists, did net stress

.formal learning er education £or the ministers, the itinerancy
of Pifethodism with its circuit system and saddle bag provided

a mueh better means of' self education.

They were edueated nin

the great university of men and things n49 and often possessed

p. 48.
46A Short .History:, etc.,
..
47.
ills!, p. 48 �
48w. G. Starr, nThe Influence of Methodism in the History
0£ the American Republio n , loc. £.!l., p. 179.
49John A Rice, "The Old .. Time Circuit Rider" in :Methodist
�uarterly �eview, Vol. LIX, P• 34.
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extraordinary gifts, both mental and spiritual.

They were

urged to develop their capacities to the utmost and instructed
to spend at least five hours daily in study when they were

not traveling or engaged in public exereises, their reading
to be accompanied by much prayer and meditation.50 ln addi
ti�n to his traveling and preaching, Jesse Lee in one year

read the New Testament through twice and many other religious
and moral books.51 Asbury could read Latin, Greek, and Hebrew
and often records in his Journal books that he had read.52

But there were no college graduates among ·the early American
John Dickens was probably the best
educated of the first generation.53

Methodist preachers.

From the very beginning, the Presbyterians stressed an

educated ministry, the Methodists did not.

Education was a

major interest with John Wesley but Asbury was not so sure

or the value or an education, especially for his ministers.

When Cokesbury College, established soon after the formation

of the Ameriean Church, was burned in 1795, Asbury thought
it might be a sign from God that the Methodists should not

build colleges.

Se he began to encourage the founding

schools of lower grade, and a number of academies were
established under Methodist direction.

or

Ebenezer Academy, in

Brunswick County, is believed to have been the first Methodist
50charles Johnson t gp_. cit., P• 161.
cit., p. 63.
51Leroy Lee, .212.•
.. 52 Clark,
.
Potts, Payton, Vol. III, o eit .. , vii,
(Introduction by J .. Manning Potts ..
53sweet� Vir�inia Methodism, p. 15;.

1.
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school in Virginia and is considered the forerunner ot

Randolph-Jllfacon College at Ashland.

Though it is uncertain

just how long it continued > another known as the Harrisonburg

School in Rockingham County was opened under Asbury's direc
tion in 1794_;4
Asbury is also credited with the founding of' the .first

Sunday School in America at the home 0£ Thomas Crenshaw in
Hanover County, Virginia, sometime between the years 178.3

and 1786.

Tradition places the event in 1786 1 but in keeping

with Asbury's recorded visit there, evidence .favors the year
1783.55
The very fact that Methodism did not stress or require

an educated ministry in the sense of a formal education was,
I believe, an asset rather than a liability to her growth

during these early years.

This is clearly illustrated in the

division that came about in the Presbyterian Chureh in Kentucky

when the Cumberland Presbytery took on the Arminian tendency
of the Methodists 1 who were cooperating in the work there

under MeKendree's leadership, and refused to withhold license

from preachers who weren't classically educated but were use
ful and acceptable to the community.

On the other hand,

McKendree firmly maintained the peculiarities of Methodist

usages and doctrine and the work grew in spirit and numbers.56
However, in later years when the ne�d arQse and the times were

54see Sweet� Vir�inia,�ethodis,,.PP• 305-308, and
"Methodism -t s E uea'\iional Act1.v1tiesn by Arlo A. Brown
in .Methodism; ed. w,. K. Anderson, pp. 179 ...1e1.
��Clark> Potts, Payton, Vol. r; op� ill,., p. 349 > £.n. 35.
McTyeire, .Q.E•

ill•,

pp. 494, 495.
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propitious, Methodism was not indifferent to an educated

But at this time ttthe usual process of a long

ministry.

preparatory t�aining for the ministry could not consist

with the rapidly increasing wants of the eountry.n57

During these first fifty years or Methodism in Virginia,

the Methodists were busy proclaiming the gospel message and

winning lost souls into the Kingdom.

These old-time circuit

riders and lay preachers felt ¢ommissioned to do one thing
and had but one theme, personal salvation for all through

Jesus Christ alone.

Truly,

the world was their parish and

nevery soul they met-big or little, old or young, rich or
poor, high or low, white, red or blaek--was a brand to be
8 And they labored "as i.f the
plucked .from the burning•" 5
judgment

fires were about to break out on the wo�ld and time

to end with their day. n 59

Thus, I believe that Mathedism with all of its unique

features, with its adaptability, and with such dauntless,

zealous. spirits as leaders, would have been planted and have

grown in Virginia. even if there had not been a. Devereux

Jarratt to aid and assist*
For

it seems reasonable to conclude that Methodism was

the religion best suited to the needs and demands of the times
57Abel Stevens� The History of the Religious Movement
of the Eighteenth Century Called }1,ethodism, Voi. II,

434,

435.
A. Rice, "The Old-Time Circuit Rider", � • ..f!ll.,
p .. .38.
PP•

58John

59Abel Stevens, The Histor of
vement
'.':": ::""u
t ---:r�y':'.'". "';r'.'a��-r.:-����-n!"""o�."'"'II�,
of the Eightee�n�T:".-:c�e�n

p. 435.
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in the New World.

Perhaps, as Stevens suggests, it was

raised up by Providence for this purpose, for the peculiar

measures o:r features of Methodism were especially suited

to the circumstances of the New World, while those of nearly

every other contemporary sect lacked the necessa.rr adaptation.60
Can it be that American Methodism today, largely occupied

with programs and statistics, has lest much of its early spirit
and passion for lost souls?

Can it be that the Church needs

to recapture or to recreate again in a more vital way some

of these features that characterized her phenominal growth

and spirit in these early years?

When tr� Bicentennial of

Methodism in Virginia is celebrated in 1966• may the Church,
as she looks back in retrospect, be challenged and inspired

by these first fi.fty years that Methodism may again prove to

be the religion best suited to the spiritual and moral needs
of the people of Virginia even in the twentieth century.
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